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Mailbag: Rangers division favorite, chances of Avalanche repeat 

NHL.com's Dan Rosen answers weekly questions 

By Dan Rosen 

Here is the Sept. 7 edition of the mailbag, where we answer 
your questions asked on Twitter using #OvertheBoards. 
Tweet your questions to @drosennhl. 

Where do you see the New York Rangers finishing in the 
Metropolitan Division? -- @thewriteben 

First place. 

The Rangers have the best goaltending in the division. You 
can argue that alone should be enough considering they also 
rank well in scoring, special teams, defense and coaching, 
but it's the goaltending that separates New York from the 
other seven teams in the division.  

Igor Shesterkin is not a one-season wonder. He's the 
present generational Rangers goalie following in the 
footsteps of Henrik Lundqvist, who followed Mike Richter. 
When the Rangers struggle in their own zone, Shesterkin 
bails them out. When they struggle to score, Shesterkin wins 
them a 1-0 or 2-1 game. If the power play is slumping, the 
penalty kill won't because of Shesterkin. He's the biggest 
difference-maker in the NHL. Yes, the Rangers have a top-
10 center in Mika Zibanejad, a 50-goal scorer in Chris 
Kreider, a sublime playmaker in Artemi Panarin, a Norris 
Trophy winner in Adam Fox and an old-school physical 
defenseman in Jacob Trouba, but it's Shesterkin's team and 
there isn't another in the Metropolitan Division that can say 
that about the player it has at the most important position on 
the ice.  

I hear you, New York Islanders fans. You're screaming Ilya 
Sorokin, yelling his name in my direction. And you have a 
point. He has a chance to be in the running for the Vezina 
Trophy too. But the Islanders do not have the same high-
powered offense or top six at defenseman as the Rangers or 
Carolina Hurricanes, who finished first in the division last 
season and will finish second this season. Carolina's one 
issue is center depth after losing Vincent Trocheck in free 
agency to New York and did not replace him, which puts 
pressure on Paul Stastny, 36, or Jesperi Kotkaniemi, 22, to 
deliver in that spot. It's a concern.  

The Pittsburgh Penguins will be strong again. The 
Washington Capitals will battle for a Stanley Cup Playoff 
spot, though I'm not sure they can clinch a berth this season. 
The Columbus Blue Jackets and New Jersey Devils 
improved on paper in the offseason. But it's the Rangers' 

division to win. They have Shesterkin. The other seven 
teams do not. 

Avalanche repeat? -- @Mister_Teague 

If I'm playing the odds, I have to say the Colorado Avalanche 
will not repeat as Stanley Cup champions. They're not the 
same team they were a few months ago, and in general it's 
just really hard to repeat.  

Nazem Kadri, Colorado's former No. 2 center, is preparing to 
assume the same role with the Calgary Flames. Darcy 
Kuemper, the Avalanche's former No. 1 goalie, is the new 
No. 1 in Washington. Is Alexandar Georgiev up to the task? 
He was a backup to Lundqvist and then Shesterkin in New 
York. He's entering training camp as the top goalie on the 
depth chart for the first time. With that comes a different kind 
of pressure that Georgiev must prove he can handle. That's 
one of the biggest questions going into Colorado's camp. 
The other is who takes Kadri's role as the No. 2 center? J.T. 
Compher and Alex Newhook have the inside track, but part 
of what made the Avalanche special last season is the depth 
they had by using Compher and Newhook in different roles. 
They also have to replace Andre Burakovsky, a reliable and 
productive top-six forward who signed with the Seattle 
Kraken.  

Colorado should get a boost from the return of defenseman 
Samuel Girard, who broke his sternum in Game 3 of the 
Western Conference Second Round against the St. Louis 
Blues and missed the rest of the postseason. The Avalanche 
have the best defenseman in the NHL (Cale Makar) and one 
of the top two or three centers (Nathan MacKinnon). Devon 
Toews is also one of the best defensemen but doesn't get 
enough credit because he plays with Makar. This is a loaded 
team even without Kuemper, Kadri and Burakovsky, and it 
wouldn't be surprising to see the Avalanche repeat as 
Stanley Cup champions. They're built for a sustained run of 
excellence assuming MacKinnon, entering the final season 
of a seven-year contract, signs long term. But I'll play the 
odds and say they will not repeat. In fact, my gut is telling me 
to pay close attention to the Edmonton Oilers, who the 
Avalanche swept in the Western Conference Final last 
season. 

Do you believe the Islanders' younger part of their core is 
good enough to lead them back to the playoffs and step up if 
the veterans falter? Specific players in mind are Mathew 
Barzal, Anthony Beauvillier, Oliver Wahlstrom, Noah Dobson 
and Alexander Romanov. -- @johnfiorino97 

Maybe. 
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Barzal needs to return to being a point-per-game center. I'll 
buy that Barzal became a better all-around player the past 
four seasons under former coach Barry Trotz, but he is one 
of the best playmakers in the NHL and without question one 
of the best in open ice. It needs to show in his offense. The 
Islanders won't be a playoff team in the Metropolitan Division 
scoring fewer than three goals per game. The division is too 
good. Barzal, who had 59 points (15 goals, 44 assists) in 73 
games last season, needs to be around the 85-point player 
he was a rookie who won the Calder Trophy in 2017-18 
without sacrificing the other areas of his game that have 
improved.  

Beauvillier and Wahlstrom must be consistent scoring 
threats, each scoring a minimum 20 goals. Wahlstrom 
scored 13 in 73 games and Beauvillier 12 in 75 last season 
and Islanders missed the playoffs. They did not add from the 
outside this offseason, so they're banking on internal 
development to get back to the playoffs. That needs to come 
from Wahlstrom and Beauvillier. They need to combine for at 
least 40 goals this season. 

If they play together, Dobson and Romanov need to be a 
reliable and productive second defense pair behind Adam 
Pelech and Ryan Pulock. Dobson had 51 points (13 goals, 
38 assists) in 80 games last season. If he stays there and 
improves his defensive play, the Islanders will be better. 
Romanov should be more productive with better players 
around him after he had 13 points (three goals, 10 assists) in 
79 games for the last-place Montreal Canadiens. The 
Islanders will be in a strong position defensively if they can 
have Scott Mayfield on the third pair with either Sebastian 
Aho, Robin Salo, Dennis Cholowski or a potential left-handed 
veteran they still could add.  

If all that comes to fruition and there is no drop-off 
elsewhere, the Islanders will be a playoff team again. 

What is the Canadiens' next move? Are they pairing up with 
the Rangers, clearing cap? -- @seebs66 

I assume you mean going in the same direction as the 
Rangers did 4 1/2 years ago by doing a full rebuild: Trading 
veteran players on contracts that are close to expiring to get 
draft picks and prospects, building through the draft and 
supplementing that through free agency and trades. That is 
the right approach for the Canadiens, so the first targets are 
the players on expiring contracts: forwards Sean Monahan, 
Jonathan Drouin, Evgenii Dadonov and Paul Byron, and 
goalie Jake Allen. All of them can become unrestricted free 
agents after this season, but it's too soon to say they will all 
be traded. What if Monahan rediscovers his ability to be a 
first- or second-line center? He's 27 years old and it's not out 
of the question that Montreal could re-sign him. But those are 
the targets you should look at for the Canadiens next 
move(s).  

At the same time, the Canadiens have to see continued 
growth from forwards Nick Suzuki, Cole Caufield and Kirby 
Dach, who agreed to a four-year, $13.45 million contract 
($3.3625 million average annual value) as a restricted free 
agent Wednesday. Let's see what kind of impact Juraj 
Slafkovsky can make as an 18-year-old coming in with the 
pressure of being the No. 1 pick in the 2022 NHL Draft. Will 
any of their top defenseman prospects make an impact? 
Kaiden Guhle, 20, Justin Barron, 20, and Jordan Harris, 22, 
should get opportunities to make the team in training camp. 
Suzuki, Caufield, Dach, Slafkovsky, Guhle, Barron and 
Harris should make up a chunk of the future core.  

Montreal is a destination market and Martin St. Louis should 
be a destination coach, meaning NHL players should want to 
play for the Canadiens. With some growth this season and 
patience from everybody, the rebuild will pay off.
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Ranking the NHL's top 10 centers: Oilers' Connor McDavid, Maple Leafs' Auston Matthews 
lead the pack  

A handful of the league's most elite talent plays the center 
position 

By Chris Bengel  

Some of the greatest NHL players to ever lace up a pair of 
skates manned the middle of the ice. All-time greats such as 
Wayne Gretzky, Mario Lemieux and Mark Messier have all 
played center throughout their legendary NHL careers.  

It's a position that carries loads of responsibility, from being a 
playmaker to winning key faceoffs. When it comes to center 
in today's NHL, not much has changed. Some of the league's 
most talented players play the position. Five of the top 10 
NHL points leaders from the 2021-22 season were centers.  

Given the importance of the position, we compiled a list of 
the NHL's top 10 centers. We took a look at their career 
production, where their career currently stands and how they 
could perform in the future:  

10. Patrice Bergeron, Bruins  

BOS • C • 37  

Goals25 

Assists40 

Faceoffs Won61.9 

For the last 18 seasons, Bergeron has established himself as 
one of the top center-ice men in the NHL. The Bruins center 
has a list of accolades a mile long, including being a five-time 
Selke Trophy winner (given to the league's top defensive 
forward), a three-time All-Star and a Stanley Cup champion. 
The 37-year-old star won the Selke Trophy once again for 
his performance during the 2021-22 campaign. Bergeron is a 
force on both ends of the ice and still holds that distinction 
even as he enters his 19th professional season. Last 
season, the star forward won an NHL-leading 61.9 percent of 
his faceoffs. Bergeron just affects the game in so many 
different areas, so he had to have a place on this star-
studded list despite being in the latter years of his career.  

9. Sebastian Aho, Hurricanes  

CAR • C • 20  

Goals37 

Assists44 

Faceoffs Won52.4 

In just six full seasons, Aho has developed into one of the 
most talented goal scorers. During that span, Aho has 
recorded 182 goals and 219 assists as the Hurricanes' top-
line center. In three of his six seasons, Aho has topped the 
30-goal mark, including netting a career-high 38 goals in 68 
games during the 2019-20 season. It's no secret that Aho 

has an absolute cannon of a shot that has given NHL 
goaltenders issues. With plenty of years of elite production 
left, Aho is going to be one of the league's premier goal 
scorers for quite some time.  

8. Mika Zibanejad, Rangers  

NYR • C • 93  

Goals29 

Assists52 

Faceoffs Won52.3 % 

The Rangers have really managed to strike gold with the 
dynamic duo of Zibanejad and Artemi Panarin on their top 
line. So much so that Zibanejad is one of the more 
underrated centers in the league. Over the course of his 11-
year career, Zibanejad has racked up 229 goals and 286 
assists. He is coming off a 81-point (29 goals and 52 assists) 
campaign. Zibanejad was a solid center as he started off his 
career with the Ottawa Senators, but he's truly become elite 
during his time in the Big Apple.  

7. Steven Stamkos, Lightning  

TB • C • 91  

Goals42 

Assists64 

Faceoffs Won51.0 % 

Entering the 2021-22 season, it was unknown whether 
hockey fans would ever see Stamkos produce at an elite 
level again. Well, those concerns were quickly put to rest as 
Stamkos put together a 106-point (42 goals and 64 assists) 
campaign. It marked the first time in his career that Stamkos 
topped the 100-point mark, and his 64 assists were also a 
career-high. Oh, and Stamkos registered a team-high 11 
postseason goals in Tampa Bay's third consecutive run to 
the Stanley Cup Final as well. At 32, Stamkos is still clearly 
as dangerous as ever on the offensive end of the ice, and his 
elite level of play places him in the upper echelon of the 
league's centers.  

6. Aleksander Barkov, Panthers  

FLA • C • 16  

Goals39 

Assists49 

Faceoffs Won56.9 

Barkov was arguably one of the biggest reasons the 
Panthers captured the Presidents' Trophy last season. 
Despite missing over a month of action, he managed to 
compile 88 points (39 goals and 49 assists), which was the 
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second-highest point output of his nine-year career. The 26-
year-old star also excelled in the faceoff circle by winning 
56.9 percent of his draws, which was good for 10th in the 
league. Barkov is an absolute wizard around the net, as he 
loves to score top-shelf goals in close. He's as crafty as they 
come and possesses some insane stick-handling skills.  

5. Sidney Crosby, Penguins  

PIT • C • 87  

Goals31 

Assists53 

Faceoffs Won52.4 

It seems almost criminal to think there are four centers 
ranked ahead of Crosby, but here we are. The Penguins star 
may not be quite as lethal of a player as he used to be, but 
Crosby is still one of the top guys occupying the center of the 
ice. Crosby is coming off a season in which he tallied 31 
goals and 53 assists in 69 games. The 35-year-old star's 84 
points was his highest total since he recorded a 100-point 
season in the 2018-19 campaign. Crosby's playmaking 
ability is still in the elite realm, and it doesn't hurt that he has 
talented forwards like Evgeni Malkin and Jake Guentzel to 
pass the puck to. While he's getting older, it was refreshing 
to see Crosby bounce back after a few down seasons.  

4. Nathan MacKinnon, Avalanche  

COL • C • 29  

Goals32 

Assists56 

Faceoffs Won45.4 

During the Avalanche's Stanley Cup run, MacKinnon's talent 
was on full display. He led the Avalanche with 13 goals in the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs and showcased why he's one of the 
elite centers in the sport. When MacKinnon gets a full head 
of steam, there's very few players as dangerous with the 
puck on their stick. The five-time All-Star also isn't half bad 
when he's dishing out the puck to his teammates: the 2021-
22 campaign marked the fourth time over the past five 
seasons that MacKinnon registered 50-plus assists.   

3. Leon Draisaitl, Oilers  

EDM • C • 29  

Goals55 

Assists55 

Faceoffs Won53.4 % 

The Oilers have a luxury that very few NHL teams have: 
possessing two elite centers on their roster. As talented as 
Connor McDavid (more on him in a minute) is, fellow center 
Leon Draisaitl is just as gifted of a player. Draisaitl is fresh off 
of a season in which he finished fourth in the league in points 
(110), behind only McDavid, Johnny Gaudreau and Jonathan 
Huberdeau. The Oilers star is a big-bodied center that uses 
his size to his advantage when he drives the puck to the front 
of the net. He put that on display last season by finishing 
second in the NHL in goals (55). There's no better second-
line center in the NHL than Draisaitl.  

2. Auston Matthews, Maple Leafs  

TOR • C • 34  

Goals60 

Assists56 

Faceoffs Won56.2% 

As impressive as McDavid was throughout this past season, 
Matthews was arguably bettter. The talent was always there 
for Matthews, but the 2021-22 season was when the Maple 
Leafs star really put it together. Matthews was a human 
highlight reel en route to compiling a career-high 60 goals. 
The former No. 1 pick surpassed Rick Valve's previous 
franchise record of 54 goals in a single season, which was 
set back in 1981-82. Matthews had never registered more 
than 80 points in a season prior to the 2021-22 campaign, so 
it's going to be interesting to see if this is the new norm.  

1. Connor McDavid, Oilers  

EDM • C • 97  

Goals44 

Assists79 

Faceoffs Won53.7 % 

It shouldn't be any surprise that McDavid sits atop this list. 
He is basically the top player in the sport because of his 
spectacular playmaking ability. During the 2021-22 season, 
the Oilers star tallied a 123 points, clearing the 100-point 
plateau for the fourth time in his seven-year NHL career. 
McDavid is as flashy as they come when he has the puck on 
his stick. On multiple occasions last season, he weaved his 
way through an entire defense and potted highlight reel-type 
goals. As special as his numbers were, what may have been 
the most impressive was the fact that he led Edmonton to 
their first Western Conference Final since 2006. McDavid 
and the words "elite" simply go together hand-in-hand. 
Considering all that he's accomplished in his seven-year 
career, there's no doubt that McDavid is the top center the 
NHL has to offer. 
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Carolina Hurricanes System Overview: Defensemen 

Carolina’s defensive depth isn’t as strong as the forward 
depth, but it may have more exciting defensive prospects at 
the top.  

By Matthew Somma 

It’s time to look at the defensemen in the Carolina Hurricanes 
system. Last week, I unveiled the forwards portion of my 
system overview. This week, we’re taking a look at the 
defensemen and goaltenders that Carolina has in their 
system. Now, obviously, the Hurricanes have drafted more 
forwards than defensemen in their recent drafts, but from 
what I’ve seen, the Hurricanes have a lot of strong players at 
the top end of their pipeline.  

Players such as Scott Morrow, Alexander Nikishin and Aleksi 
Heimosalmi headline a group of promising defensive 
prospects. Heading into the 2021 draft, the Hurricanes’ 
defensive depth in the pipeline was a little underwhelming. 
Jesper Sellgren and Joey Keane were arguably the top 
defensive prospects in the system, and while Nikishin was 
showing promise, there weren’t any true top prospects. Two 
drafts later, the Hurricanes have added premier defensive 
prospects and seen exceptional growth from Nikishin.  

The Hurricanes have seen a few prospects move on from the 
organization this offseason, most notably Keane and 
Sellgren. Keane had a decent AHL season but was likely 
going to be stuck in the AHL the next season, so he has 
signed in the KHL. Sellgren, however, was a bit of a shock. I 
felt that Sellgren had an outside chance at making the NHL 
roster given how strong of a defender and skater he was. It 
would’ve been tough, but Sellgren seems content with 
staying in Sweden for three years. Even with those two 
departures, the Hurricanes still have a strong pipeline of 
defensive prospects. Adding players such as Simon 
Forsmark, Vladimir Grudinin and Alexander Pelevin in this 
draft helps to build up an already strong pipeline. 

Before we begin, a quick note on the pipeline. Someone 
commented talking about projections last time, and so I 
figured that I should clarify. The projections are simply when 
I believe that a player will be ready for the NHL, not 
necessarily when they’ll be making the Hurricanes. 
Obviously, there are only so many spots on an NHL roster 
and not every prospect is going to make the team out of 
camp. Some of these players may be traded around this 
time, as their value is peaking and the Hurricanes are looking 
to add assets. Others may take longer than the projection. 
Right now, these projections are just my best estimate of 
their NHL readiness based on what I’ve seen. 

Ronan Seeley, LHD 

Projection: 2024 

The Hurricanes’ 2020 draft was excellent and they made a 
sneaky good pick when they selected Ronan Seeley in the 
seventh round. Seeley was projected to go just outside of the 
top 100 but fell to the Hurricanes, who have to be excited 
about his potential. Seeley’s skating is his best trait and it 
influences how his game is played. This is a player that can 
move with a ton of pace, fluidity and little difficulty in all three 
zones. His smooth stride gives him an edge over players his 
age. Very few players can keep up with Seeley’s speed, but 
fewer are able to turn as quickly as he can, or adjust the 
pace of the game entirely. The borderline elite skating makes 
him an efficient player on the rush and in the offensive zone, 
where he carries the puck and darts through defenders in 
order to create sustained offensive pressure.  

Over the past two seasons, I’ve seen Seeley grow his all-
around game. He had some flashes of potential in his draft 
year but was fully able to take advantage of his role with the 
Silvertips after he was drafted by Carolina. I started to see 
him utilize his shot in order to create rebounds or passing 
opportunities as opposed to dumping the puck in or making a 
simple and predictable pass. I saw Seeley gap up while 
defending rushes as well as utilize the physical side of the 
game a lot more often than he did in his draft year. Now, 
Seeley won’t ever be the strongest player, but his efficient 
gap coverage and skating ability allow for him to be an 
effective defender. Seeley’s strengths are in the offensive 
zone as well as on the rush, although as I just noted, his 
defensive play has undoubtedly improved as well. Let’s take 
a look at how Seeley’s skating is able to make him a threat 
on the rush. 

His skating looks effortless, which is why he’s able to 
surprise the defenders here. They’re forced to play “matador” 
defense, a term that my father loves to use. The defenders 
wave their sticks at Seeley but then let him skate right by 
them when he gets close, allowing for this chance to occur.  

Seeley has grown into a capable offensive defenseman and 
a solid defender in his own end, but I’m ultimately leaning 
towards him being a fifth or sixth defenseman at the NHL 
level. He doesn’t have a true dynamic element to put him on 
the power play, and his defensive play does need a fair 
amount of work. Seeley has flown under the radar since he 
was drafted, but he did turn some heads this past year after 
being named to Canada’s World Juniors roster. I felt that he 
was one of their more consistent defenders at the World 
Juniors, playing key minutes both on the power play and the 
penalty kill. He’s now a gold medal winner and will look to 
carry that momentum into training camp with the Hurricanes. 

Anttoni Honka, RHD 

Projection: 2024 
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Honka was the most polarizing player in the 2019 draft class 
by an undebatable margin. His biggest supporters raved 
about his incredible passing, elite hockey sense, strong 
skating and wow factor in the offensive zone. Honka’s 
biggest detractors pointed out his awful defensive zone play, 
poor decision making in his own end, iffy compete and more. 
When the Hurricanes selected Honka, it was clear that they 
knew the risks associated with the player and were prepared 
for a long developmental process. At this point, the 
Hurricanes have to be pleased with Honka’s growth. He has 
been one of the top scoring defensemen in Finland for two 
years now and has done so on an atrocious team. The 
offensive side of his game has continued to improve, and 
while I have seen improvements defensively, he’s far from 
perfect.  

To be honest, I wasn’t sure what to write about with Honka 
before he signed. I thought that it was odd that it took so long 
for him to sign a contract with the Hurricanes, but that’s all in 
the past now. Instead, I’d like to talk about what he could 
bring to the organization. Honka will likely be a power play 
quarterback for the Wolves this upcoming season, providing 
offense from the back end. He’ll make a lot of smart passes 
and be the first catalyst of offense both on the rush and 
during an extended shift in the offensive zone. Honka isn’t 
always going to get the primary assist, but he’ll often make a 
play to start a scoring chance. He’ll likely have a brief 
adjustment period to North American ice, where there’s less 
space and less time to make decisions.  

Honka’s playmaking ability is his calling card. It’s what 
makes him such a good offensive defenseman. His skating 
speed is average for the NHL and he’s fairly elusive, so he 
has to rely on the mental side of the game in order to make 
an impact. Here, he spots a teammate and threads a nice, 
yet simple, pass to the teammate for a goal. 

These types of plays are pretty common when I watch 
Honka, and they happen with enough regularity that I’m 
inclined to believe that he’s better than his point totals 
indicate. I can’t stress enough how abysmal JYP was this 
past season, and Honka was one of that team’s only bright 
spots. One thing that I’ve noticed while watching Honka is 
that he’s very fond of dump and chase hockey. He’ll fire the 
puck into a corner on a breakout and his teammates will try 
to gain possession of the puck. This may be more of a 
system thing rather than the player himself, but it’s still worth 
pointing out because of how frequent it happens. If he 
doesn’t dump the puck in, he may try to beat defenders one 
on one or make a simple pass to the wings. Honka 
recognizes that he doesn’t have the skills to beat defenders 
one on one in the NHL, so he usually takes a different 
approach. 

Honka’s biggest obstacle for his defensive play is himself. He 
can be guilty of trying to do too much with the puck and 
skating it into a corner or turning the puck over entirely, 
neither of which are something you’d like to see him do at 
this stage in his development. While he has shown 
improvements, there’s still a ways to go. This is a big year for 
Honka. It’s only year one of his entry-level contract, but Scott 
Morrow and Domenick Fensore are both likely to turn pro at 
the end of this season. He’ll need to prove that he is ahead 
of those two players, or at least a bit better than them.  

Aleksi Heimosalmi, RHD 

Projection: 2025 

Heimosalmi had a rough season this past year, playing on 
one of the worst teams in Finland. His stats reflected that, 
too. The three assists that Heimosalmi had this past season 
were all secondary assists and it’s clear that he wasn’t much 
of an impact player on the power play. It’s not as if he wasn’t 
generating chances, though. Heimosalmi’s puck carrying 
ability and offensive flair showed in flashes, but nothing 
came of it. Part of this is due to the fact that Assat was one 
of the worst teams in the Finnish Liiga this past season, but 
you’d still like to see more production from Heimosalmi if he’s 
in a top four role. It’s still very early in Heimosalmi’s 
development and the Hurricanes liked him enough to sign 
him to an entry level contract before this past season began. 
He’ll remain in Finland at least through this upcoming 
season, where he’ll look to take another step forward.  

Heimosalmi’s skating and play along the boards are 
impressive, and he’s a fairly good defender at this stage as 
well. There’s definitely some offensive flair to his game, but 
I’ve always been a little surprised as to how strong of a 
defender Heimosalmi can be. There’s some physicality in his 
game, he’s quick to stop plays along the boards, he’s smart 
and can react to the play quickly, makes strong stick checks 
and can disrupt a good amount of offense. He’ll need to get 
stronger before he can be an impact defender at the NHL 
level, but the tools are there. I mentioned that Heimosalmi 
showed flashes of offensive potential in Finland this past 
year. This is one of those plays where he showed potential. 
His vision to spot his teammate by the net and use a shot 
pass to create a scoring chance is a really nice look, and it’s 
a shame that his teammate couldn’t convert. 

Here’s another play that I liked from this past year. I’m a 
sucker for defensemen that can create zone entries with 
ease, so this one was a nice play to see.  

The deke isn’t a very complicated one, but it doesn’t have to 
be. Heimosalmi doesn’t attempt to do too much with the puck 
but instead makes a smart play and tries to generate a 
scoring chance. Unfortunately, the goalie is able to swallow 
the puck, so the shot doesn’t result in a rebound, but you can 
see what Heimosalmi was trying to do. Again, there are 
flashes of promise but it’s clear that more development is 
needed. Overall, I see Heimosalmi having top four upside 
due to his borderline elite skating and hockey sense, but until 
he starts to take over shifts, I find it more likely that he’ll end 
up as a third pairing defenseman.  

Scott Morrow, RHD 

Projection: 2023 or 2024 

Morrow is without a doubt the Hurricanes’ top prospect. At 
this point, there’s no debate. Gleb Trikozov has the potential 
to contend for the title of top prospect, but as of right now, 
Morrow is the guy. He combines elite skating with elite skill 
and hockey sense, making him one of the top offensive 
defensemen in the entire NCAA. Morrow’s ability to scan the 
ice and think two or three moves ahead of the competition 
gives him an advantage. Not only that, but he combines the 
skating ability and puck skills to carry the puck deep into the 
offensive zone and weave through defenders in the process.  
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Teams can’t take a shift off while defending Morrow. When 
the puck is on his stick, any opportunity for offense is a 
dangerous opportunity. This is a player that can and will beat 
you in a variety of ways. Morrow excels at creating high 
danger scoring chances for his teammates and looked like a 
man amongst boys for UMass this past season. Obviously, 
Morrow will need to improve defensively, but the tools are 
there. He’s fairly strong and needs to work on utilizing his 
strength in order to win battles along the boards. He’ll need 
to be able to predict where the play is going to end up at a 
quicker pace in order to keep up at the NHL level as well. 

There’s a lot to like about how dangerous of a player Morrow 
is. Very few defenders are as good with the puck as he is, 
and fewer are able to push the pace of play as well as he 
can. You don’t normally see a 6’2” defender weave through 
the neutral zone and create a scoring chance off the rush, 
but then again, you don’t normally see players like Morrow. I 
mentioned that Morrow’s skating was elite, and I wouldn’t lie 
to you, dear reader. Please reference the following clip of 
Morrow sending someone’s ankles to the shadow realm. 

Remember when I said that he is great with the puck on his 
stick? See this clip. 

He’s an absolute treat to watch with the puck on his stick and 
there’s legitimate top four upside in his game. Due to his 
poor decision making in his own end, as well as some 
suspect defense, there are still a lot of questions surrounding 
the player and his ability to defend against the pros. Still, 
Morrow has enough skill with the puck to create offense at 
the NHL level. With another year in college as well as one or 
two years in the AHL, I believe that Morrow’s defensive play 
will improve.  

I can’t say enough good things about Morrow. This is a 
player that could legitimately be a top pairing RHD at the 
NHL level and he’ll easily be a top power play quarterback as 
well. I fully expect Morrow to turn pro at the end of his 
college season, as do the Hurricanes, according to General 
Manager Don Waddell. Adding a player of Morrow’s caliber 
to the organization would be a massive win for the 
Hurricanes.  

Alexander Nikishin, LHD 

Projection: 2025 due to KHL contract 

Alexander “Boom” Nikishin is an aptly nicknamed prospect. 
The dude hits like a freight train, has a cannon of a shot and 
is one of the top young defensemen in Russia. He’s so highly 
valued that it took nine players plus monetary compensation 
to pry him from Spartak Moscow, so now he’ll be playing in a 
top role for SKA St. Petersburg. Nikishin’s game is well 
rounded and likely puts him in a top four role whenever he 
does make it to the NHL. He’s a strong skater with great top 
speed and decent edges, responsible defensively, smart and 
physical. Nikishin has shown flashes of strong offensive 
ability at the KHL level, albeit not on a consistent basis. Yes, 
his shot is heavy and accurate, but you’re not really scoring 
from point shots at the NHL level unless there’s a deflection. 
I’d like to see Nikishin scan the ice and make better passes, 
because I feel that most of his play in the offensive zone 
revolves around shooting from the point. If he can work the 
puck down low, he’ll be much more effective, even if it 
doesn’t always result in a goal.  

Nikishin excels at stopping offensive rushes at the blue line, 
usually by delivering a thunderous hit. When he’s not hitting, 
however, Nikishin is able to poke the puck off of the stick and 
outwork the attacking forward, forcing them to lose the puck. 
Nikishin negates a large amount of offensive opportunities 
and will do whatever he can to prevent shots on goal. This is 
a player that could play NHL games as soon as he comes 
over to North America. While it’s unclear as to how long 
Nikishin will be in Russia (he is currently under contract until 
2025), it’s safe to say that Nikishin will be an NHL 
defenseman if and when he does come to North America.  

First, let’s take a look at Nikishin’s physicality. His presence 
is always felt on the ice because of his physicality, which he 
uses to seal gaps, get players off of the puck, prevent 
players from reaching the puck and more. This play is one of 
my absolute favorites from Nikishin due to how he keeps the 
player away from the puck and hits them further from the 
play, preventing a scoring chance. 

Now, would this play be called interference in the NHL? Who 
knows. It’s certainly possible, but with NHL officiating, who 
can really say what is interference and what is not? Players 
that try to hit Nikishin often end up like this poor soul. 

There are times when Nikishin can be too aggressive and 
will seek out a hit before falling back and playing defense, 
which can be a bit of a concern. He moves well for a big guy, 
but his skating speed is far from elite and he can get burned 
on occasion. This is a play where you can see Nikishin’s 
average skating get exploited a bit, leading to a goal. 

There are some kinks in his game that need to be worked 
out, and improving his skating is at the top of his “to-do” list. 
It’ll lead to improvements in his game in all three zones, as 
well as his ability to join the rush. Still, Nikishin has shown 
that he is skilled with the puck and smart enough to make 
some great plays in all three ends. 

It’s a small deke, but it creates enough space for Nikishin to 
notice the player up ice and make a nice pass. What’s that? 
You want to see another hit. Very well, I’m a man of the 
people. 

Finally, here’s an example of Nikishin’s willingness to 
sacrifice the body in the defensive zone. 

What’s that? You want to see another hit? Fine, but this is 
the last one. 

Okay, it’s pretty obvious that Nikishin is my favorite Canes 
prospect. There’s so much about his game that translates to 
the NHL, such as his physicality, hockey sense, shooting and 
passing ability. If he can get a bit faster and continue to 
improve his overall game, Nikishin could be a legitimate top 
four defenseman for the Hurricanes. It’s going to take time 
though. With Nikishin signing an extension through the 2024-
25 season, he’ll have plenty of time to develop. The biggest 
concern is that Nikishin will not come to the NHL when his 
contract with SKA is up. It’s a legitimate concern with 
Russian players, especially top Russian players. I still 
believe that we’ll be seeing Nikishin in a Hurricanes jersey in 
the future.  

Domenick Fensore, LHD 

Projection: 2024 
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Fensore is a personal favorite of mine. He’s quick, smart, 
great on the rush and a gifted passer. Fensore makes a lot of 
smart decisions when the puck is on his stick and can 
completely take over a shift in the offensive zone. He’s 
undersized but doesn’t play like it, utilizing his quick skating 
to gain separation from defenders or to close gaps in the 
defensive zone. He’ll outwork anyone on the ice, creating 
turnovers, knocking players off of the puck and maintaining 
possession in the offensive zone. Fensore’s work ethic 
makes him an easy player to coach because they’ll never 
have to question where his effort is. He always gives his best 
every shift, and you’ll be hard pressed to find a player that 
works as hard as Fensore does. And he has to work this 
hard because at his size, he isn’t going to be winning a lot of 
battles if he isn’t giving 100%.  

From the first time I watched Fensore at Carolina’s 
development camp, he was outworking players that were 
6’3” and absolutely smoking them on the one on one drills. 
This past development camp, Fensore stood out as one of 
the best players for once again being one of the fastest and 
hardest working players. Fensore has returned to Boston 
University for his senior year and should be one of the top 
offensive defensemen in Hockey East, right up there with 
Scott Morrow. I expect the Hurricanes to sign Fensore once 
his college season wraps up. There’s a lot of potential in his 
game and I feel that moving up to the AHL will be good for 
him. Chicago will be happy to receive him as well, as I would 
imagine that adding a player like Fensore would mean that 
their power play would get an instant boost. 

Fensore is a great playmaker and a lot of his offense comes 
from the rush. He’ll carry the puck out of the zone and work 
his way into the offensive zone, picking apart the defense 
and making a gorgeous pass for a goal. Plays like this show 
me that Fensore’s shot can be used as a passing option, or 
at the very least, a way to generate deflections. 

Fensore has a fine shot that can score goals from a distance 
at the NCAA level, but I’m not convinced that it’ll be good 
enough to score on NHL goalies.  

Plays like this next clip are why I’m a believer in Fensore. 
This is a fantastic play, starting with a rush up the ice and a 
smart play to use his shot as a way to get a rebound out of it.  

Creating offense off of the rush is the name of Fensore’s 
game. Typically, the play begins with Fensore initiating the 
rush, entering the zone with the puck, separating himself 
from the defender and making a pass to a wide open 
teammate. He’s so quick and skilled with the puck that he 
draws two defenders towards him, and, despite his size, they 
still can’t stop him.  

There are some questions with Fensore’s game as he heads 
into his final season with Boston University. The most 
obvious question is whether or not Fensore’s size will be a 
hindrance to his overall effectiveness at the professional 
level. There’s a good chance that Fensore is what he is, a 
great college defenseman, and nothing more. But when I 
look at the skating, hockey sense, compete, and skill, I see a 
player that could make an impact at the NHL level. There’s 
so much talent with this prospect and I feel that it would be a 
shame if he doesn’t at least see a handful of NHL games.  

Cade Webber, LHD 

Projection: not likely 

I believe that Webber is the tallest player in the Hurricanes’ 
pipeline, standing roughly at 6’6”. Most players that size are 
poor skaters, but Webber’s skating is actually quite good. He 
possesses good mechanics and a clean, quick stride that 
allows him to cover large distances quickly. He’s a great 
defensive defender because of his skating and reach, too. 
Pretty much any area in the defensive zone is a part of 
Webber’s coverage because if he can’t reach it with his stick, 
he’s able to get there in a stride or two, rendering a play null. 
Webber can anticipate where a play is going and react 
accordingly, shutting down a lot of offense in the process.  

I don’t see Webber ever being a strong offensive player, and 
his lack of transitional skill makes me skeptical of his 
chances at playing NHL games. I haven’t seen a lot of 
improvements since he came to Boston University, largely 
due to the fact that he has mostly played in a third pairing 
role for the Terriers. While his defensive game has been 
good, he hasn’t carried the puck in transition or been able to 
make an impact offensively. One encouraging thing about 
Webber is that he was in the lineup on a regular basis as a 
sophomore this past season, whereas he was in and out of 
the lineup during his freshman year. My hope is that Webber 
can make more of an impact offensively during his junior 
year. I’m not asking for him to be a power play quarterback, 
but making plays off of the rush and making more than 
simple passes would be a nice change. 

Webber’s hockey sense is a bit underrated, at least from my 
viewings of the player. His ability to read the play and react 
in order to make a stop defensively is truly impressive. 
Seeing a step or two ahead of the competition is going to 
help Webber make his presence known on the ice, even if 
the fans don’t see it. Oftentimes, I don’t notice Webber when 
I’m watching him play. That isn’t a bad thing for a defensive 
defenseman, because normally when you notice a defender, 
it’s because they’re making a mistake.  

I’ve come to accept the fact that Webber is a defense-first 
defenseman with very little offense to his game. While 
watching his game tape, it’s pretty clear that there isn’t much 
excitement to his game. He gets in the way of a ton of shots 
and is able to prevent a lot of offense this way. One thing 
that I will say is that Webber can look a little lost at times and 
will need to work on locating the puck quicker this upcoming 
season. He’s big enough to take up space in a hurry, but I’d 
like to see him locate the puck and move to block the shot a 
little quicker. 

Simon Forsmark, LHD 

Projection: 2026 

Forsmark is a 2022 draft pick that is going to come with a lot 
of intrigue this season. He appeared in 41 SHL games as a 
first year draft eligible skater, an impressive feat for a 
defenseman. Forsmark showed flashes of playmaking ability 
when he was in U20 this past season but was not put in an 
offensive role in the SHL, so he didn’t get much of an 
opportunity to showcase his offensive abilities. I see a player 
whose skating is almost effortless because of how smooth 
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his stride is. It’s almost as if skating comes more naturally to 
him than walking does.  

He’s a very calm defender with good size, which means that 
he could fill a role on an NHL defense somewhere down the 
line. The Hurricanes do a good job of identifying players with 
certain tools that would help them at the NHL level. Usually, 
those tools end up being a player’s skating or hockey sense. 
With Forsmark, it’s his skating, size and overall defensive 
ability. There’s not a lot of panic in the way he plays, and I 
see some willingness to join the rush. The toughest part 
about evaluating Forsmark’s play in the SHL is that the 
sample size per game is pretty small. Forsmark averaged 
roughly 9:55 in ice time per game over 41 games, so the 
hope is that his ice time increases by a few minutes next 
season. My hope may be a little misplaced, however, as 
Forsmark has been held out of the lineup in a number of his 
SHL team’s preseason games. Even if he begins the season 
in U20 or the Swedish second league, it’ll still be a good 
opportunity for development. 

From my early impressions of Forsmark, I get the sense that 
the Hurricanes may have drafted a good defenseman. I have 
yet to see anything that has wowed me, but what I can 
appreciate is the fact that Forsmark is the type of player that 
does everything well. There’s value in having a player like 
that since they’re so versatile. Forsmark could fill in on a 
power play, play some penalty kill minutes, lead a rush, 
defend when you need to protect a lead and more. Early 
viewings of Forsmark have led me to believe that his stick is 
one of his best tools when he’s on the ice. Here’s another 
example, where he is able to prevent a high danger scoring 
chance. 

Once again, Forsmark remains calm, cool and collected. 
There’s very little panic in his game, which gives him the 
poise to make this play without taking a penalty in the 
process. Forsmark seems like a prospect that could turn into 
a solid third pairing plug and play option in the future. It’ll 
take time, because there aren’t any true elite elements to his 
game, but he’ll be a good prospect to have in the pipeline.  

Vladimir Grudinin, LHD 

Projection: 2026+ 

Ah, Vladimir Grudinin. A public scouting sphere darling that 
fell to the fifth round because of his size. A lot of public 
scouts thought highly of Grudinin because of his elite skating 
ability and superb puck skills for a defenseman. There’s also 
the fact that Grudinin made Russia’s roster for the World 
Juniors, which is more impressive when you consider how 
heavily Russia favors its older players. Grudinin is a prospect 
with high upside based on how strong of a player he is in the 
offensive zone, but teams were likely wary of how his game 
would project at the next level due to his size and lack of 
muscle. Now, I have seen some scouts talk about Grudinin’s 
skating in two ways. One camp believes that he’s an elite 
skater in every capacity. The other camp acknowledges 
Grudinin’s elite edge work and ten and two style skating 
stride, but they question his average skating speed and 
whether or not the ten and two will work at the NHL level. 
Both are valid, in my opinion. Grudinin’s skating is a major 
part of his game and leads to a lot of success in all three 
zones. In that same breath, I do see how his average top 

speed isn’t going to lead to much separation at the NHL 
level. As for whether or not his edge work and Jeff Skinner-
like ten and two skating will work at the NHL level, that’s 
likely contingent on his top speed improving alongside his 
overall game. 

Grudinin is a fascinating prospect because even though he is 
undersized, I actually find people talking about how good of a 
defender he is. He can make plays in the offensive zone, but 
when I watched Grudinin at the U18s and at the World 
Juniors, I found that he was able to disrupt a lot of plays 
while defending the rush as well as in his own end. Grudinin 
stood out as one of the best defensemen on that Russian 
World Juniors team, too. Their defense was poor to say the 
least, but Grudinin stood out as a bright spot, outperforming 
four NHL draft picks. Grudinin’s size is going to be brought 
up a lot over the next few years, as people find that it’s tough 
to project a player of his size making it to the NHL. 
Considering the fact that Grudinin doesn’t have a true 
dynamic element to his game, outside of perhaps his skating, 
it’s a valid concern. However, with the Hurricanes selecting 
Grudinin in the fifth round, it’s a worthwhile bet on a player 
that they can afford to leave in Russia for as long as they 
need to.  

When I watch this play, I’m more inclined to believe that 
Grudinin will be just fine at the NHL level, if he makes it. His 
speed is fine, he’s clearly comfortable with the puck on his 
stick and he can change his angles quickly. What I will say 
about this clip is that it won’t fly at the NHL level. If it’s a 
turnover in the Russian junior league, you can bet that it’ll be 
one in the NHL.  

As I mentioned in the tweet, I have no idea if Grudinin is an 
NHL player. The skating and defensive zone play are 
excellent, and he has some offensive tools, but he’s 
definitely a project and one that could take 5+ years to reach 
maturity. At the end of the day, when you’re drafting in the 
fifth round, these are the players that you want to draft. Sure, 
Grudinin may be a bust. If he does make it to the NHL, 
however, there’s a good chance that he’ll be more than just a 
third pairing defenseman. 

Bryce Montgomery, RHD 

Projection: 2025+ 

When the Hurricanes drafted Montgmery, he was largely an 
unknown player. Since the OHL didn’t have a season in his 
draft year, there wasn’t a lot to know about Montgomery 
aside from a handful of games during his D-1 season. This 
past season, Montgomery played on a deep London blue line 
and played well in a shutdown role, seeing time as a key 
penalty killer in the process. His shifts were almost strictly 
limited to defensive zone shifts, and while he would 
occasionally see time in the offensive zone, the vast majority 
of his role was to shut down any sort of offense. Montgomery 
did well in that role, growing more confident in his abilities, 
continuing to improve on his already impressive skating, and 
working on his breakouts.  

Montgomery was impressive at development camp, 
showcasing his above average skating ability, physicality and 
defensive coverage. It’s pretty clear that moving forward, 
Montgomery will be a shutdown player as a pro. There isn’t a 
ton of offense in his game, and while he can break the puck 
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out of the zone and make decent passes, he isn’t ever going 
to be a scoring or playmaking threat. Montgomery’s game is 
built on his reliability. He’ll make the smart play every time 
and won’t panic when pressured in his own end. Now, I’d like 
to see at least some offensive growth from him this season, 
but I’m mostly looking for Montgomery to make passes in 
transition and keep joining the rush.  

Montgomery’s biggest strength is his skating. He’s a big 
defenseman at 6’5” but he skates like he’s 5’11”, which 
allows for him to cover a ton of space in the defensive zone. 
To this point, I haven’t seen his skating ability shine outside 
of the defensive zone aside from a few occasions. Here is 
one of those moments. 

Like I said in the tweet, there have been glimpses of strong 
puck skills. Montgomery can lead with his eyes and fake out 
defenders, make simple dekes and move the puck, but he 
doesn’t often get the opportunity to do so with the London 
Knights. London seems content with giving him the bulk of 
the defensive zone starts and penalty kill minutes, which is 
better suited to Montgomery’s game at the present moment.  

At this point, I’m still unsure of whether or not Montgomery 
earns a contract this year. On one hand, he has the physical 
tools and skating needed to play in the NHL. On the other 
hand, I’m not sure if that’s enough to justify an ELC. You can 
build on the size and skating ability, but the question is going 
to be whether that is enough to mold him into an NHL player. 
He’ll be a long term project for sure, and if he does sign, he 
likely spends his first year as a pro in the ECHL. 

Alexander Pelevin, LHD 

Projection: 2026+ 

The Hurricanes selected Pelevin in the seventh round of this 
past draft, taking a flyer on one of the best shutdown 
defensemen in his age group. Nothing gets done when he’s 
in his own end because he is constantly moving around to 
break up plays and prevent shots on goal. He rarely touches 
the puck but does an incredible job of keeping the play to the 
perimeter and preventing attacking forwards from getting to 
the middle of the ice. As a result, a lot of shots that do wind 
up being taken while Pelevin is on the ice end up being low 
danger shots.  

Pelevin can be a bit of a tough watch because not a lot 
happens when he’s on the ice, one way or the other. He isn’t 
involved in the rush and doesn’t control the puck in the 
offensive zone at all, so his games can get a bit sleepy. As of 
right now, he’s purely a shutdown defender, albeit one that is 
quite good at what he does. Over the course of his 
development, I’m curious to see if he can carry the puck 
more often. His skating is a strong point of his game, so I’m 
wondering if he can carry the puck on a breakout or 
something more.  

Pelevin’s biggest strengths lie in his own end, and his ability 
to take players out of the play is certainly impressive. I like 
the above referenced clip because Pelevin creates enough 
contact to get the puck loose and have it go right to a 
teammate that can initiate a breakout. I also enjoy Pelevin’s 
physicality. It’s one of the underrated aspects of his game 
that makes him such a strong defender, and if he can 

continue to grow stronger, he’ll be more of an imposing 
presence. 

The Hurricanes didn’t shy away from Russian players during 
the 2022 draft and capped off their draft with Pelevin. 
Ultimately, he’s a seventh round pick that may or may not 
even come to North America. But, if he does, he’ll be ready 
for the NHL and should make an impact in the defensive 
zone. I see Pelevin as a team’s sixth defenseman that can 
play in a variety of defensive situations.  

Joel Nystrom, RHD 

Projection: 2024+ 

Nystrom was a bit of a late bloomer, playing in U18 for his 
first year of draft eligibility. His overage season was 
impressive, where he managed to make his SHL team and 
play in about half a season at the top men’s level. This past 
year, Nystrom was able to play in a consistent role with 
Farjestad, normally appearing on the second pairing and 
getting the occasional shift on the power play. Nystrom was 
able to showcase his all around game this past year, 
accumulating 16 points in 46 regular season games. His 
skating and two-way play make him a solid prospect, and 
while I’m unsure if there’s ever going to be a true elite aspect 
of his game, he’s a prospect without many glaring 
weaknesses. Nystrom made Sweden’s World Juniors team 
in December, but unfortunately opted out of the August 
tournament, likely to prepare for his season with Farjestad.  

Nystrom and Forsmark are fairly similar players. Both players 
are two-way defenders with excellent skating ability and 
strong two way play. They can contribute offensively, and 
while neither is ever going to be incredible in the offensive 
zone, they can put up points when they need to. Nystrom’s 
ability to move the puck out of harm’s way is impressive, 
whether it’s by skating it out of trouble or making a pass to a 
teammate. He’s a smart, reliable two-way defender that sees 
a lot of ice time on a good SHL team.  

This pass from Nystrom is an indicator that he is growing 
offensively. He joins the rush and makes a pass to the front 
of the net, showcasing great vision and a quick burst of 
speed. 

It’s a nice play, and one that I’m hoping to see more from 
Nystrom as the year goes on. Here’s an example of 
Nystrom’s play in his own end. 

Now, is Nystrom an NHL defenseman? Time will tell. He’s 
another prospect in the system that can play games, but the 
big question is going to be whether or not he can be better 
than the other prospects in the system with similar upside. I 
don’t see Nystrom being more than a third pairing 
defenseman that can be used in a variety of situations, and 
the Hurricanes have a lot of those. I could see Nystrom being 
an impact player, but he’ll have to prove that he’s better than 
players such as Anttoni Honka, Alexander Pelevin and 
whoever the Hurricanes elect to draft or sign in the next few 
years. 

William Lagesson, LHD 

Projection: call-up 
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Lagesson comes to the Hurricanes after spending the 
majority of last season with the Edmonton Oilers. He’s likely 
a depth option for Chicago, who is in desperate need of 
veteran help after a number of players departed for other 
teams this summer. Lagesson did play in 30 games for the 
Oilers last year, however, a lot of fans complained about how 
he was put into a top four role that he was unprepared for 
and looked out of place at times in the process. The 
Hurricanes, being the smart evaluators of talent that they 
are, likely see Lagesson as an AHL player that can play NHL 
games if a defenseman goes down to an injury, or if they find 
that they need someone to play on the left side. It’s a low risk 
move by the Hurricanes to bring Lagesson into the 
organization. He has 60 games of NHL experience, so he is 
familiar with the pace of play and level of competition in the 
NHL. 

Jalen Chatfield, RHD 

Projection: 7th D 

Alright folks, let’s talk about Jalen Chatfield. He had a hell of 
a season with Chicago this past year and looked comfortable 
when he was up with the Hurricanes for 16 games. His quick 
pace, physicality, intensity and compete made him an 
impressive player for the Hurricanes when they needed him 
most. He used that as momentum for the Wolves’ Calder 
Cup run and was the team’s best defenseman in the 
playoffs. Chatfield was constantly involved in the play 
offensively and defensively, doing whatever he could to help 
his team win. He has experience with winning a 
championship, being a part of the Windsor Spitfires team that 
won the Memorial Cup back in 2017, but the AHL playoffs 
are a different beast entirely. Chatfield earned his two year 
contract with the Hurricanes and will be competing with 
Ethan Bear and Dylan Coghlan for a job on the third pairing.  

Now here’s where I have to be the unpopular guy for a bit. I 
try to keep expectations reasonable, so I’m here to say that 
it’s entirely possible that Chatfield gets sent down to Chicago 
to start the year. Before the Hurricanes acquired Coghlan, I 
would have thought that Chatfield would be the team’s 7th 
defenseman and would rotate with Coghlan throughout the 
year. Now, I’m not as sure. Chatfield may be sent down 
initially to give the Wolves’ defense another veteran to help 
the young players such as Seeley and Honka. Is it possible 
that he earns an NHL role? Absolutely. Is it possible that he 
plays in 50+ games this year. Certainly. I don’t see Chatfield 
being an offensive dynamo and the player that pushes the 
Hurricanes’ needle that much closer to being a cup 
contender, though. I see a player that can play on the team’s 
third pairing and give the team some much needed energy 
with how he plays. Keep in mind that he only has 34 games 
of NHL experience, and nearly half of that was from last 
season.  

Maxime Lajoie, LHD 

Projection: call-up 

Lajoie is another player that is likely bound for Chicago this 
year. He’s fun to watch in the offensive zone because he’s 
constantly moving up from the point to the circles and trying 
to make plays happen. Lajoie isn’t afraid to carry the puck 
into a board battle because he knows that he’ll come out 
ahead. When the Hurricanes acquired Lajoie from Ottawa in 

exchange for Clark Bishop, I was happy to get a defenseman 
that could play in a top role with the Wolves. Lajoie has 
essentially been a top four defenseman since his acquisition 
and has appeared in five regular season and two playoff 
games with the Hurricanes in two years. Lajoie turns 25 in 
early November, so it’s likely that he’s about as good as he is 
ever going to be. He may see the occasional call up if the 
Hurricanes are down a defenseman or two, but he’ll likely be 
playing top minutes for the Wolves and seeing time on their 
power play. Lajoie is a player that you don’t always notice in 
the defensive zone, going out of his way to make a lot of 
plays but in a quiet way. He’ll break up passes and get in the 
shooting lanes, but I rarely find myself noticing that Lajoie is 
out of place.  

Cavan Fitzgerald, LHD 

Projection: AHL depth 

Fitzgerald is a big defenseman that plays a gritty, in your 
face style of hockey. He’ll be a bruiser on the back end and 
is a literal pain to play against. Fitgerald is pretty limited as to 
what he can do in the offensive zone due to average foot 
speed, so he’s more of a depth defensive defender. Still, 
those players are valuable for the Hurricanes to have, 
especially with the prospects that the Hurricanes have that 
will be making their AHL debuts this upcoming season. 
Fitzgerald brings 220 games of professional experience to 
Chicago this upcoming season. 

Jesper Sellgren, LHD 

Projection: 2025 but not in Carolina 

Sellgren signing back in Sweden was a shock to me. I felt 
that he had a legitimate chance at an NHL roster spot this fall 
and that he would have made the third pairing a good bit 
better. Sellgren isn’t the biggest defenseman but might be 
one of the better defensemen at limiting chances when he’s 
in his own end. He’ll get in the passing lanes, seal plays off 
along the boards and block a ton of shots. When Sellgren is 
on the ice, teams are rarely able to score. Then, there’s his 
skating, which is smooth and effortless. Sellgren’s skating 
reminds me of Joni Pitkanen, in the sense that it comes so 
naturally to him that it looks as if he is gliding. This is a player 
that is capable of joining the rush, and while no aspect of his 
offensive game is elite, he is able to make clean passes and 
get shots through if the need arises. Sellgren plays like the 
ideal third pairing defenseman, which is why it’s so shocking 
to me that he opted to leave for Europe. I suppose that it’s 
possible that he leaves the SHL before his three year 
contract is up, but I don’t see it being likely.  

I watched Sellgren play against Jukurit in the Champions 
Hockey League the other day and it made me sad. He was 
clearly one of the best players on the ice any time he 
stepped out there and it made me think of how he could have 
played in the NHL this upcoming season. Sellgren is so, so 
good at every single aspect of the game, and while he isn’t 
elite at anything other than perhaps his skating, he is good at 
everything else. While it’s certainly possible that we see 
Sellgren sign after his deal with Lulea is up, I wouldn’t hold 
my breath. 

Joey Keane, RHD 

Projection: TBD 
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Keane was qualified by the Hurricanes but has signed with 
Spartak Moscow in the KHL for the upcoming season. He 
showed some promise in his lone NHL appearance of the 
2021-2022 season, playing in a third pairing role against 
Vancouver. Keane’s size, skating and offensive instincts 
make him an intriguing prospect, but his defensive zone play 
is poor. He can struggle from time to time in his own end, 
failing to get pucks out or turning the puck over on numerous 
occasions. This past season, Keane was expected to be a 
top player for Chicago in the AHL. While his point totals were 
solid, I felt that he was largely outplayed by Jalen Chatfield. 
Chatfield seemed more fit for the NHL. I have some belief in 
Keane’s NHL future, but it’s likely not with the Hurricanes. 
Currently, the team has five or six right handed defensemen 
ahead of Keane on the depth chart, and with Scott Morrow 
likely turning pro this upcoming season, the odds of him 
making the team in the future aren’t the best.  

David Farrance, LHD 

Projection: AHL Depth 

I was shocked when I saw how disappointing Farrance’s pro 
career has been thus far. When I watched him in college, 
Farrance was one of the top players on the ice and was 
constantly looking to create offense with his speed and elite 
skating. As a pro, Farrance’s defensive play became a 
liability and he wasn’t qualified by the Nashville Predators. I 
found that to be quite a shock given how good Farrance was 
in college, but Nashville’s loss is Chicago’s gain. He’s joining 
the Wolves on an AHL contract this upcoming season and I’d 
bet that he’s looking to earn an NHL contract out of it. Some 
time with the development staff may help to get Farrance 
back on the right track in Chicago, which could mean that 
Carolina could benefit in the long run. Farrance was an elite 
offensive defenseman in college and was considered one of 
the top players in college hockey for his final two years at 
Boston University, so if he can get back to that level of play, 
he’ll be great. At 23 years old, Farrance still has time to 
develop. Improving his play in his own end while also getting 
back to what made him successful could do wonders for him 

Griffin Mendel, LHD 

Projection: AHL Depth 

Mendel was another AHL signing by Chicago and he’s 
another player that could earn an NHL contract this year. 
He’s 6’6”, quick, likes to join in offensively and plays a 
responsible two way game. This is a player that will likely be 

a good AHL player for a long while, but if he plays the way I 
saw him play this past year, there may be more untapped 
potential. Mendel isn’t going to wow you offensively but he’s 
a very smart player that can make the right plays at the right 
time. They won’t ever be fancy, but they’ll be simple and 
effective. I’m excited to watch Mendel continue to grow over 
the course of the season because when I saw him play this 
past year, I liked a lot of what I saw.  

Final Thoughts 

If you’ve made it this far, first of all, thank you so much. 
Second of all, how about the future here in Raleigh? It’s 
looking pretty bright, wouldn’t you agree? I’d argue that two 
of the Hurricanes’ top three prospects are defensemen, with 
Morrow leading the way and Nikishin likely being number 
three behind Jack Drury or Gleb Trikozov. Aside from those 
two, you have roughly eight or nine other prospects that 
could all play NHL games in the future. Sure, some of them 
might not be playing for the Hurricanes, but the ones that 
don’t could be used as trade chips in the future. Carolina has 
done an excellent job of adding quality defensemen these 
past three drafts. In 2020, the team selected Nikishin and 
Seeley. In 2021, the Hurricanes added Morrow, Heimosalmi, 
Montgomery and Nystrom. They also drafted Aidan 
Hreschuk, who was traded for Max Domi this past trade 
deadline. Then, in this past draft, the Hurricanes were able to 
draft Forsmark, Grudinin and Pelevin. All of these 
defensemen have a chance to play NHL games. Players like 
Grudinin, Montgomery and Pelevin may be long term 
projects, but they don’t have to be ready for the NHL right 
now.  

Gone are the days where the Hurricanes’ top prospects were 
thrust into the NHL before they were ready and we were left 
with a whole lot of mediocrity. Now, the Hurricanes can 
afford to be patient with each prospect, relying on a strong 
development team and a process that has developed a 
number of prospects in recent years. Obviously, there’s a 
chance that none of these prospects end up panning out for 
Carolina. That’s what happens when you draft outside of the 
first round, after all. It’s a gamble, and even first round picks 
don’t always pan out as NHL players. Look at Boston’s first 
round in 2015. They had three picks in the first round back to 
back to back and only got one good NHL player out of it. 
These things happen in the draft, and you truly never know. 
But with consistent development, I have full confidence in the 
Hurricanes to get the absolute most out of their draft picks.

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.nhl.com/news/over-the-boards-dan-rosen-mailbag-september-7/c-335476192 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/ranking-the-nhls-top-10-centers-oilers-connor-mcdavid-maple-leafs-auston-matthews-lead-the-pack/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/9/6/23335296/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-prospects-overview-scouting-defensemen 
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Let’s build some all-time NHL rosters in the two-digit jersey number game 

 

Sean McIndoe14-18 minutes 06/09/2022 

 

It’s September, and you can feel the hockey world slowly springing back 
to life. The rumor mill is heating up, fans are starting to refocus, and the 
insiders are getting back from the cottage. Within a few weeks, players 
will be reporting to training camp in the best shape of their lives, and we’ll 
be churning out previews, making predictions and dusting off the bizarro-
meter. We’re almost there. 

That means we’ve got one last chance for a goofy offseason time-waster. 

Let’s do that today, with a simple question: Which NHL team can build 
the best all-time starting lineup of players whose jersey numbers only use 
two different digits? 

Look, I said it was goofy. Get on board or don’t, but we’re doing this. 

To be clear: We need six players using only two digits, which means if 
our numbers are X and Y, we need a roster of X, Y, XX, YY, XY and YX. 
This looks like algebra and I’m already worried, but I believe in us. 

But first, a few ground rules™: 

• As always, a starting lineup means six players: One goalie, two 
defensemen and three forwards. Beyond that, we don’t care about 
position or handedness or that sort of thing. 

• We can’t repeat a number on the same team. You need to use all six of 
the distinct digit combinations. 

• You get credit for whatever a player did while he played for your team. 
In the case of players who wore more than one number, you only get 
credit for what he did while wearing the number you choose, meaning 
you can’t sneak a superstar onto a lineup with a weird number he wore 
for one game as a rookie call-up. 

One observation right away is that zero is out of the running because 
players can’t wear that as a standalone number anymore. The single 
numbers should be pretty easy for most teams, while the double 
numbers will be key. I don’t think we’re going to be able to make any 
rosters of six studs, but we should be able to build some good ones. 

Let’s start with the first team that came to mind for me, and maybe for 
you too. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

We said that double numbers would be key, so obviously we start with 
Mario Lemieux’s 66. In theory, that also gives us access to Jaromir Jagr’s 
68, so we’re off to a flying start. 

Or are we? We can find some decent 6s and 8s in Penguins history, like 
John Marino or Mark Recchi. But the Penguins have never had an 88, so 
we’re stuck. That means Jagr is out, and so is Sidney Crosby’s 87. 

So we head back to Mario, and try to build something else around him. 
But that’s tricky too, because we need someone else with a number in 
the 60s, and other than Jagr the Pittsburgh options are guys like Carl 
Hagelin and Ron Hainsey. And that’s before we try to find a goalie; I’m 
not sure there would be one. 

In other words, this is going to be yet another one of those puzzles that 
seems simple but ends up being harder than you’d expect, i.e. the best 
kind. I don’t think we can build around Mario at all, so in the end, I made 
a hard turn and switched to something using Evgeni Malkin and Paul 
Coffey. 

Forwards: Evgeni Malkin (71), Rich Kehoe (17), Joey Mullen (7) 

Defense: Paul Coffey (77), Darius Kasparaitis (11) 

Goalie: Denis Herron (1) 

All things considered, that’s a pretty solid lineup. We’ve got three Hall of 
Famers, and Herron’s the only guy that most of you have probably never 
heard of. It’s disappointing given all the generational talent the Penguins 
have to work with, but under the circumstances, we’ll take it. 

Since we whiffed on Mario, let’s try history’s other most famous double-
digit … 

Edmonton Oilers 

OK, now we’re onto something. We start with Wayne Gretzky’s 99, then 
jump to Connor McDavid’s 97. With two of the greatest players to ever 
grace the ice, we just need Paul Coffey’s 7 and Oscar Klefbom’s 77 on 
the blue line and then two scrubs to fill out the rest of the lineup and 
we’ve got a contender. 

But we can’t. If we use McDavid then we need a 79, and while the Oilers 
do offer Nathan Walker up front, that would leave us looking for a 
goaltender who wore the number 9, and we know that’s not happening. 
As tempting as it would be to strap a pair of pads on Ralph Intranuovo 
and push him out there, we have to play by the rules. 

So McDavid won’t work. Neither will Ryan Smyth or Jesse Puljujarvi. We 
could use one year of Evander Kane at 91, since we know that 1 is a 
common goalie number. But I think our best bet is to go to Ryan Nugent-
Hopkins and hope we can find a goalie who wore 33 or 39. Luckily, we 
can. 

Forwards: Wayne Gretzky (99), Ryan Nugent-Hopkins (93), Glenn 
Anderson (9) 

Defense: Marty McSorley (33), Al Hamilton (3) 

Goalie: Anders Nilsson (39) 

The lack of a 39 option on the blue line means we have to snub solid 33s 
like Cam Talbot and Pokey Reddick and use a half-season of Nilsson in 
net instead, which isn’t ideal. Of course, we’re stuck with one year of 
Hamilton on the blue line because the Oilers had to be weird about 
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retired numbers. Still, this roster has the best player ever and some 
legitimate supporting talent, so we should be OK. 

Let’s try a team I really want to do … 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Real ones know. Before John LeClair arrived and teamed up with Eric 
Lindros to give us the immortal Legion of Doom, the Flyers had a line 
called The Crazy 8s based on their jersey numbers. Surely we can make 
something happen with that. 

We start with Lindros and his 88, and give him Mark Recchi’s 8 on the 
wing. The third member of the line was Brent Fedyk, who wore 18, but 
that’s a problem — it would mean we’d need an 81, and the only one in 
Flyers history is recent depth piece Carsen Twarynski. In addition to not 
being especially good, he’s a forward, so we can’t fit him along with all 
three Crazy 8s. 

Still, I wanted to make this work around Lindros and Recchi. I tried 
sending Fedyk packing and switching our other number to a 3. That 
opens the door to some decent goalie options at 33, but we’d need an 
83, and the Flyers have never had one. A two would give us access to 
Claude Giroux at 28, but then we can’t find a goalie at all. 

In the end, I just don’t see a way to do this while keeping Recchi, 
because we need that forward spot for the higher numbers while 
reserving his single 8 for the blue line. We can get to a lineup, but it’s not 
a great one, and it’s not the Crazy 8s tribute I was hoping for. 

Forwards: Eric Lindros (88), Mike Richards (18), Carsen Twarynski (81) 

Defense: Brad Marsh (8), Jiri Latal (11) 

Goalie: Bernie Parent (1) 

Three teams into this, let’s make a few observations. 

First, the double-number stars will probably be key to a truly great lineup, 
but they’re extremely limiting. Next, the lack of 99 options around the 
league means that almost everyone can’t use 9 or 19 or 91, which takes 
a huge number of stars off the table. (Sorry, Red Wings fans.) And finally, 
the goalies are going to be absolutely crucial, and might force us to use a 
1 or a 3 in just about every lineup unless we can find a few goalies who 
wear weirdo numbers. 

On that note, our next team gets off to a promising start. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Good old Andrei Vasilevskiy and his 88 can be our foundation here. 
Unfortunately, we can’t pair him with either Nikita Kucherov’s 86 or Victor 
Hedman’s 77, because the Lightning have never had a player who wore 
68 or 87. 

Still, we should be in good shape, he said, forgetting how these things 
always go. We just need to find a solid Lightning player who wore a 
number in the 80s, and the rest should fall into place. And we don’t even 
need to look that far, since Erik Cernak wears 81 for them right now. But 
that ends up flipping the script on our goaltending problem — we need a 
single-digit 1, those guys are only ever goalies, and we already have 
ours. So Cernak and 81 can’t work. 

The Lightning have never had an 83 or an 84, we already covered 86 
and 87, and while 89 would give us Cory Conacher and Mikhail 
Sergachev’s 98, we run into the 99 problem and can’t go any further. In 
the end, it comes down to using 82 or 85, and since I don’t even want to 
know why forward Bruce Gardiner wore the number 5 for this team for a 
few games, I went with the former. 

Forwards: Vincent Lecavalier (8), Marc Bureau (28), Gabriel Fortier (82) 

Defense: Dan Boyle (22), Eric Brewer (2) 

Goalie: Andrei Vasilevskiy (88) 

Oof. That’s not great at first glance, and it’s even worse than it looks 
because we only get Lecavalier’s lackluster rookie season, before he 
switched to 4. It turns out that having a unicorn for your goalie number 
doesn’t necessarily help as much as you’d think. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

I’m going to need a 1 or a 3 to get a goalie here, but that’s fine, because 
it keeps most of our best options on the table. I could do something with 
Doug Gilmour’s 93, since the Leafs are one of the few teams that have a 
99 to work with thanks to Wilf Paiement. I could go with Mats Sundin’s 
13, although that causes some problems because we’d need to fill a 1 
and 31, and those are both goalie numbers. Or I could build around 
Wendel Clark’s 17, which would mean an invite for Mike Foligno at 71. 
That would be fine, as long as neither guy invited their less successful 
71-wearing Maple Leaf sons, Nick and David. 

Tempting as all that might be, the Leafs end up being a pretty easy team 
to build, and a damn good one. 

Forwards: Auston Matthews (34), Red Kelly (4), Nazem Kadri (43) 

Defense: Morgan Reilly (44), Marcel Pronovost (3) 

Goalie: Doug Favell (33) 

Kelly’s the key to the whole thing here, as he started his career on 
defense and took a blueliner’s number, which he kept even though he 
was mostly a forward by the time he arrived in Toronto. Favell is the 
weak spot, with our only other option in goal being Don Beaupre, but this 
is our first team that gives the Oilers a run for their money. 

Let’s try another Original Six entry … 

Montreal Canadiens 

The Habs have never had a 99, so right away they lose Rocket Richard, 
Larry Robinson and Ken Dryden. But I’m not sure that’s a problem, 
because Montreal history is so packed with superstars wearing traditional 
numbers that we should be fine if we stay down low. In fact, let’s try this 
with the lowest numbers we can use … 

Forwards: Steve Shutt (22), Yvan Cournoyer (12), Saku Koivu (11) 

Defense: Doug Harvey (2), Bud MacPherson (21) 

Goalie: Jacques Plante (1) 

Yep, I’d say that worked out. The only tricky piece was the second blue 
line spot — MacPherson was a solid contributor in the 50s but not a star 
— but otherwise, we’ve got four Hall of Famers and a beloved modern 
captain. Pretty pretty good. 

Let’s try a few newer teams. 

Saku Koivu with the Canadiens in 2009. (AP Photo / David Zalubowski) 

Nashville Predators 

I’m feeling a little bit of guilt over how easy the Habs were, so let’s crank 
up the degree of difficulty several notches with a team that’s only ever 
had like four great players, and they were all defensemen. Also, they’ve 
never had a 99 or a 66, meaning we can’t use Roman Josi or Shea 
Weber, and Ryan Suter’s number had a zero. We’re screwed, let’s do 
this. 

Forwards: Cliff Ronning (7), Alexander Radulov (47), Kole Sherwood (77) 

Defense: Kimmo Timonen (44), Ryan Ellis (4) 

Goalie: Juuse Saros (74) 

That’s … that’s not bad, right? Sure, we have Kole Sherwood, who’s 
never scored a goal in four NHL seasons. But the rest of the lineup is 
positively feisty, with a very good back end. I like this one. Thank you, 
weirdo goalie number. 

Let’s stay out west … 
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Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings are a weirdly challenging team. They can draw on MVP 
seasons from Gretzky, which opens up the 9 that so many other teams 
can’t use. But unlike most teams, the Kings don’t have a slam dunk 
superstar who wore that number; the best we can do is Bernie Nicholls. 
We can’t use Luc Robitaille or Rogie Vachon, because they had a 0, and 
we can’t use Marcel Dionne’s 16 because the Kings have never had a 
66. And we run into a problem in goal, because the Kings have been 
around for 50-plus years and Vachon and Jonathan Quick are the only 
two decent goalies who’ve stuck around for any length of time. 

In the end, I probably could have done something better with Quick’s 34, 
but I couldn’t bring myself to cut Gretzky. So we get this weird mishmash: 

Forwards: Wayne Gretzky (99), Anze Kopitar (11), Carl Grundstrom (91) 

Defense: Larry Robinson (19), Al Hangsleben (9) 

Goalie: Mario Lessard (1) 

Why yes, that’s 18 games of somebody named Al Hangsleben at 9 
instead of Nicholls’ 70-goal season, thanks for noticing. I don’t know what 
to tell you, we needed a second defenseman and the only other option 
was a few games of Mattias Norstrom wearing 11, which would cost us 
Kopitar. The key point is we have a very old Larry Robinson and modern-
day Carl Grundstrom, so we should be fine. Let’s never speak of this 
again. 

Vancouver Canucks 

We can’t use Pavel Bure or Elias Pettersson because of a 0, Markus 
Naslund because of a 9, or Trevor Linden because of a 6. (A rookie Gino 
Odjick did briefly become one of history’s very few 66s and I’d absolutely 
use him, but the 61 options are not great.) And while it’s very tempting to 
do something with a 1 just so I force the Canucks to remember their 
history of the number 11, I’m not choosing violence today. 

Instead, let’s remember that sometimes, the obvious path is still the 
correct one. 

Forwards: Henrik Sedin (33), Daniel Sedin (22), Martin Gelinas (23) 

Defense: Mattias Ohlund (2), Kevin Bieksa (3) 

Goalie: Arturs Irbe (32) 

That works. Sure, it’s only one season of Irbe, but a) he ruled, and b) 
there’s only so much I can do with the Canucks’ goaltending history, 
especially if we’re not using Roberto Luongo’s 1. I like this lineup. 

Let’s dip back into the Original Six for one last go … 

Boston Bruins 

First things first: I’m not using Bobby Orr because that would mean I’d 
need a Bruin who wore 44 and Glenn Murray and Nick Boynton know 
what they did. 

Still, the Bruins start off strong, with the other two best players in 
franchise history covering off our 7s in Ray Bourque and Phil Esposito. 
We just have to figure out which number to use with them, and finding 
another player in the 70s won’t be too tough because the Bruins love 
handing out weirdo numbers. 

In fact, they’ve got a pair of 70s stars on their roster right now. The best 
is Charlie McAvoy at 73, which would seem like a slam dunk because it 
also gets us Patrice Bergeron at 37. But that causes a weird logjam on 
the blue line because then we’d want to use Zdeno Chara at 33 and we 
have too many defensemen even before we try to find someone who 
wears 3. We could drop Chara and save 33 for a goalie, but as best I can 
tell the only option would be one single game of Jim Stewart, in which he 
gave up five goals on nine shots to become the only goalie in the history 
of the NHL to record at least one save but still have a career save 
percentage under 50 percent. Uh, pass. 

So instead, let’s use Taylor Hall’s 71, which gives us access to goalies 
like Reggie Lemelin, Eddie Johnston, or a Vezina year from Pete 
Peeters. 

Forwards: Phil Esposito (7), Taylor Hall (71), Milan Lucic (17) 

Defense: Ray Bourque (77), Bill Quackenbush (11) 

Goalie: Pete Peeters (1) 

That’s a strong roster. Does it beat the Habs, Leafs or Oilers? Let me 
know in the comments, and let me see what lineups you can come up 
with for the other teams. 
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How synthetic ice evolved from novelty into a serious hockey training tool 

 

Jeremy Rutherford13-16 minutes 06/09/2022 

 

St. Louis Blues captain Ryan O’Reilly was about 12 years old when he 
stepped onto synthetic ice for the first time at a youth tournament in 
Toronto. 

The ice rink had a side area made up of the plastic imitation surface, and 
the Ontario native was floored. 

“I thought that was really cool,” O’Reilly remembers. “Lots of guys played 
in their backyard growing up, but when you had (an indoor) place where 
you could stand on your skates and shoot, it just made it much more 
realistic. I remember I was like, ‘That’s awesome, and something I 
definitely want to have down the road.’ Eventually, I did get it.” 

Much like O’Reilly’s development into a Stanley Cup and Conn Smythe 
winner, the synthetic ice he recalls from two decades ago and what he 
installed in his basement years later are dramatically different. The 
product has gone from more of a novelty to an actual training tool for 
hockey players. 

There will never be a substitute for the real thing — a frozen sheet of ice 
kept at 16 degrees Fahrenheit — but some technological advances in the 
synthetic ice industry have made it a more feasible alternative. 
Companies such as HockeyShot, Glice, Smartrink and Polyglide have 
developed products that improve the ability to glide and work on edges in 
a cost-effective way. 

“It’s still this new thing to a lot of people, but once they discover it, they 
realize it’s a legit game changer,” says JD Ross of HockeyShot. “As far 
as past users, it’s hard to debunk their experiences, but it’s come a long 
way, and it’s a serious alternative to real ice.” 

In addition to O’Reilly, The Athletic spoke with several coaches and 
players to get their opinions on how they see synthetic ice fitting into the 
player-development landscape. 

The origin of polyethylene plastic being used to create synthetic ice dates 
back to the 1960s, and the first commercial use was in 1978. But even 
into the 1990s, the square panels that connect together to make the 
surface were like a white cutting board with silicon sprayed on top to 
create a slickness. Skates were met with a lot of resistance, which didn’t 
make the experience enjoyable. 

Dan Noble, a performance coach at GRIT Athletics in Toronto, 
remembers those days. 

“It was oily and you couldn’t dig in at all,” he says. “You might as well 
have been on roller skates.” 
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Jadran Beljo, a former Ontario Hockey League standout who attended 
one training camp with the Maple Leafs, says its use was extremely 
limited. 

“I felt like I couldn’t skate,” he says. “With that extra resistance, you had 
to push that much harder every stride, and it wasn’t good for turning and 
stopping.” 

Joe Dziedzic, who played at the University of the Minnesota and in 130 
NHL games, agrees. 

“It just felt like you had zero glide,” he says. “It was more for stationary-
type drills.” 

Since players literally couldn’t get an edge skating on the surface, it 
wasn’t seen as a way to get an edge in training. Thus the concept never 
gained any traction. 

But about eight years ago, the manufacturing process of synthetic ice 
was enhanced, with HockeyShot becoming one of the first to embed 
lubricants into its high-density polyethylene (HDPE) panels, creating a 
better “glide to grip” that’s felt well beyond the surface. 

“If you’re an athlete that’s training on this surface, your starts, stops, 
pivots — you’re cutting into the ice and you’re shaving off that 
microscopic superficial layer,” Ross says. “The spray is antiquated and 
the (HDPE) plastic is very non-porous, so we said, ‘Let’s get the 
lubricants activated throughout for that heat-to-plastic transfer.’ 

“There is some resistance. At first, people are saying, ‘This is weird.’ We 
had (Edmonton’s) Darnell Nurse on it one time, and his first few strides, 
his face was like, ‘Whoa!’ But a minute later, he’s like, ‘Let’s do some C-
cuts’ and warm up the steel. Before you know it, the assimilation with an 
elite-level skater like him is quick.” 

At GRIT Athletics, Noble has access to a 28-by-76-foot sheet of synthetic 
ice and no longer sees the surface as substandard. 

“The glide has probably come the farthest,” he says. “Now, you get your 
blades hot and you actually glide on the ice. It’s not perfect, but it’s 
realistic enough where it feels like you’re skating and can transfer over. 
That’s why rollerblading is not a transferrable skill. Some of the 
coordination is, but at the end of the day, hockey is about your edge, so 
your glide matters. I think you’re seeing now that you can dig in, and 
once your blades get warm, it feels pretty close.” 

For the most part, despite the advancements, NHL players such as the 
Oilers’ Nurse aren’t taking their skate training off the ice. They have real 
rinks at their disposal. 

Noble’s clients include Toronto’s Mitch Marner and Tampa Bay’s Anthony 
Cirelli, along with Brianne Jenner and Erin Ambrose of the Canadian 
women’s national team. They don’t skate on the larger surface but often 
use the 16-by-32-foot shooting pad to work on their shot and other small 
parts of their game. 

“That’s a big part for NHL players,” Noble says. “They’re busy, right? 
Their days are packed, and so for them to not have to get fully dressed 
and go on the ice, they can work on their release, or even their passing. 

“Mitch will have his shooting coach, Rob Desveaux, come in and work 
with him. Anthony would work on his faceoffs, quick touches, 
backhanders in tight. They would have shooting competitions all the time 
— just having fun, almost being like kids out there.” 

Others like O’Reilly have installed synthetic ice in their homes, in fact, for 
their kids. He has a 25-by-13-foot area with the boards in his basement in 
Canada. 

“It’s come a long way, and it’s pretty impressive,” O’Reilly says. “I thought 
it would be awesome, not only for me, but my kids to use as well. It’s a 
great setup where you can just go down, put on your skates quickly, and 
get the closest thing you can to ice. 

“In Canada, it’s tough to get ice, just the demand for it. So when you 
have something where you can mimic that feeling, it’s only going to help 

your control and handling of the puck. A lot of the skill stuff is something 
you’ve got to do on your own a bit, so kids too, they can work on their 
hands without having to find a whole sheet of ice.” 

For those reasons, synthetic ice has become a popular alternative for 
players in the AHL, junior hockey, Europe and other levels. 

Beljo works with several AHL and OHL players at the Playmaker Hockey 
Academy in Sudbury, Ontario. He was on synthetic ice all summer, 
including six to seven hours per day the past couple of weeks for private 
lessons before his clients head off to training camp. He said today’s 
version of the ice is much more practical than his earlier experience. 

“Before, you’d have to spray stuff on top so it would glide enough,” he 
says. “But this one here, it’s been getting quite a bit of use and the glide 
is what they say it is.” 

Beljo’s surface in Sudbury is the size of an NHL rink from the blue line in. 

“That way, you can create a lot of game-like situations because 
everything has relative distance as far as the top of the circle and the 
slot,” he says. “They’re on their skates, so everything is the same height, 
and they’re also getting into good habits in certain areas of the ice.” 

The feedback, Beljo says, has been unbelievable. 

“I think people were skeptical at first until they saw other people skating 
on it, and now they’re just rebooking and rebooking,” he says. “A lot of 
kids are feeling a difference on the ice right away. I had one (Damien 
Giroux) who was saying, ‘It doesn’t even feel like work, but we’re getting 
a lot done.'” 

Giroux was a fifth-round pick of the Minnesota Wild in 2018 and played 
the past two seasons with the AHL Iowa Wild. The 22-year-old center 
had 10 goals and 26 points in 82 games in the minors last season. 

“It’s pretty realistic,” Giroux says. “When I got back (to Sudbury) at the 
end of the season, I hopped on the synthetic ice a lot to work on my shot. 
I thought gliding and shooting the puck, it was perfect for that. We were 
taking 300 to 400 shots, coming down on the power play, strongside, or 
one-timers, just different shot variations. 

“I would definitely tell someone who hasn’t skated on it before that it is 
different, in the sense, you have to stay lower and hold your edges a lot 
longer if you want to keep that glide. But it’s a great tool if you can’t get 
ice or don’t want to be on the ice 24-7.” 

Since the end of his own career, Dziedzic has done on-ice training for 
various ages in St. Paul, Minn. But with the need apparent, he opened 
“Dusty Tuuks,” a facility with 2,100 square feet of synthetic ice, last 
spring. 

“This wouldn’t have worked 10, 15 years ago,” Dziedzic says. “People 
would’ve tried it and then been like, ‘I’m not going back.’ But now I think 
this stuff has gotten so good that guys look at it as another way to 
complement what they’re doing. 

“The guys that come in, I tell them, ‘It’s going to take you five to 10 
minutes to get the feel of it.’ The high-end guys, they get out there and 
they’re just buzzing around. If they weren’t wearing shorts and a T-shirt, 
you would think they were on ice.” 

The pace of practicing on synthetic ice now, Dziedzic says, is the biggest 
advantage. 

“You can glide on this stuff, so you’re creating that same movement that 
you would do on the ice when you’re catching and you’re shooting,” he 
says. “Years ago, when you would try to do that, you would stop because 
there would be too much friction. It just didn’t create that on-ice feel, and 
that’s where I think this is such a game-changer as far as being able to 
mimic these drills.” 

Another advantage, Dziedzic says, is not having to work around the 
schedule of the ice rink. 
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“People would call up and say, ‘How’s 7 o’clock on the ice Thursday 
morning?'” he says “Well, good luck getting 7 o’clock!” 

Even if one could get ice at a normal hour of the day, be prepared to pay 
for it. In Toronto, Minneapolis or Sudbury, the rough cost for an hour of 
ice plus instruction for a small group runs between $400 and $600. In the 
same cities, the cost for synthetic ice rental plus instruction for a small 
group is between $150 and $250. 

“There was only one hockey rink open here in Sudbury all summer, so it 
was super tough to get ice,” Giroux says. “So to be able to have that 
artificial ice at a cheaper cost was huge and really saved us.” 

Noble could sympathize. 

“It’s crazy,” he says of the cost of ice rental in Toronto. “So what synthetic 
has allowed, anyone from college to junior players, if they want to work 
on skills that don’t require being on a full rink, it’s a more affordable 
option. From a cost standpoint, it’s just more effective.” 

Doug Boulanger grew up in Quebec and is now a skills/player 
development coach in Lausanne, Switzerland. He began using synthetic 
ice about three years ago in Switzerland, where he’s worked with NHL 
players from that country, such as New Jersey’s Nico Hischier and Jonas 
Siegenthaler. 

“In Switzerland, there’s not as many rinks,” Boulanger says. “It’s starting 
to get better, but that was not the case. A lot of people are living 
downtown in apartments, and they don’t have much space, so kids were 
not doing much off the ice.” 

It took a while for people to be convinced to try the synthetic surface, but 
through word of mouth, they got hooked. 

“There’s nothing a player can not do,” Boulanger says. “Before, it was 
five times harder to do everything. One stride, you wouldn’t go anywhere. 
Now with one stride, you’re able to glide for almost six meters, and even 
if you’re standing still, you’re able to maneuver. 

“We can work on everything from opening up the upper body with a 
rotation and getting passes from the side to improving their peripheral 
vision. The best is the reception. You can hear the difference between 
the puck reception on the heel of the stick, or the middle of the blade. 

“Then we talk about release. On synthetic, there’s this sound, it’s like 
closing your fists together and releasing your fingers as fast as possible. 
That’s the sound that you should be hearing, and once you compare it 
with guys, that’s what they’re looking for on every shot.” 

Boulanger also points to the pandemic as a reason for the boom in 
interest in synthetic ice. He conducted Zoom sessions three times a 
week during quarantine with up to 250 players who bought synthetic ice 
for their balconies, basements or wherever they could find room. 

“My wife was going nuts because I would have to set it up in the house 
three times a week and take it back out like Legos,” Boulanger says, 
laughing. “Now I’m trying to convince every kid that they should have 
three or four panels in their hockey bag for their pregame routine.” 

When it comes to skating, nothing will ever compare to real ice. But it’s 
all about the repetitions, and if synthetic ice allows more of those, then it 
can be valuable. 

“That’s where the skill has really developed,” Noble says. “The kids are 
able to stay as long as they want and shoot as many pucks as they want 
and play as many games as they want. There’s less pressure to get 
people off because you’re not booking every hour on the hour.” 

“Let’s get 50, 100 reps, and then we can fine-tune things,” Dziedzic says. 
“We can take video of what you’re doing and make changes that kids 
probably wouldn’t. Again, with ice time being so hard to come by, having 
this ability to do a drill, take a break, and then get back out there and do it 
again, that’s where the value is. That’s where you’re going to get results.” 

(Top photo: Matt McLeod of the ECHL’s Cincinnati Cyclones / 
HockeyShot) 
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ESPN / Predicting NHL breakout candidates for 2022-23 - Tiers of 
players, including Owen Power, Kirby Dach, Connor McMichael 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

Predicting that New Jersey Devils center Jack Hughes would be a 
breakout player last season was about as bold as forecasting that a dog 
would win best in show from the Westminster Kennel Club. 

Sometimes, the signs are just obvious that it's time for an NHL player's 
glow-up. 

In 2020-21, his second NHL season, Hughes worked hard to add size, 
shoot the puck more often and even changed the curvature of his stick. 
His sophomore success suggested that 2021-22 would be his breakout. 
"I think for players like Jack, it's like dog years. That's how much he 
learned: How good defensemen are, how they take space away," Devils 
GM Tom Fitzgerald said at the time. 

Last season, he proved those predictions accurate: 56 points in 49 
games, in a season cut short by injury. A star was born, literally: Hughes 
played in the 2022 NHL All-Star Game, the first of his career. 

Every NHL season, there are players bubbling under the surface ready to 
pop. Rookies who level up in their second seasons. Supporting cast 
members given a larger spotlight. Solid contributors who, through 
offseason additions or subtractions, find themselves with a promising 
new role. 

Here are 25 players who are primed for breakout campaigns in the 2022-
23 NHL season, placed into handy tiers. 

Jump to a tier: 

New scenery 

New linemates 

Young star to major star 

The wait is over 

Tier 1: New scenery 

These players switched teams and could see their stock rise with new 
scenery. 

Oliver Bjorkstrand, RW, Seattle Kraken 

After career highs in goals (28) and points (57) in 80 games last season, 
Bjorkstrand had his cap hit shipped out to Seattle while Columbus inked 
free agent prize Johnny Gaudreau. He has shown incremental 
improvement each season while maintaining his status as an analytics 
darling. 

The Kraken didn't really have a breakout offensive player in their 
inaugural season but should be a better-scoring team with an influx of 
young and veteran talent. With top-line minutes, Bjorkstrand could see 
the spotlight shine more intensely on his impressive game. 

Kirby Dach, C, Montreal Canadiens 

The venerable Scotty Bowman told Montreal Hockey Now that the 
Chicago Blackhawks jettisoned Dach due to a lack of faceoff success 
and a failure to play to the team's identity -- or at least what the identity 
was before it became "lose at all costs." 
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He's a prospect badly in need of a change in scenery. There are things 
Dach already excels at, such as passes that set up linemates' scoring 
chances and defensive zone puck retrieval. There are certainly areas for 
improvement. With the right linemates, could he find his game in 
Montreal? The Canadiens brought him in for that potential. 

Alexandar Georgiev, G, Colorado Avalanche 

Perhaps the most obvious candidate to level up in the NHL. The 26-year-
old found himself sitting behind Henrik Lundqvist and Igor Shesterkin with 
the New York Rangers during his five-year NHL career. Now he'll share 
the crease for the defending Stanley Cup champions with Pavel 
Francouz. 

He's like a backup quarterback who takes over a Super Bowl-winning 
offense that returns all of its talent. He's in the best position to succeed. 
All he has to do is hold up his end of the bargain and fulfill the promise he 
showed as a backup in New York. 

Philippe Myers, D, Tampa Bay Lightning 

When Myers was acquired in the Ryan McDonagh trade with the 
Nashville Predators, many people started mashing contract buyout 
calculator buttons. But GM Julien BriseBois said Myers was in his plans 
for next season and signed the 25-year-old to a one-year contract 
extension. 

There's a lot of raw material the Lightning can work with here: a 6-foot-5 
frame, a great shot and skating that can still improve. Logic dictates that 
Cal Foote will get the post-Jan Rutta spot next to Victor Hedman, but 
don't discount Myers if he has a strong camp. (Sidebar: Would Myers-
Hedman be the tallest defensive pairing in NHL history?) 

Ilya Samsonov, G, Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last season marked the first time that Samsonov appeared in the 
majority of the Washington Capitals' games. It also produced the worst 
numbers of his three-season NHL career, including an .896 save 
percentage and minus-2.8 goals saved above replacement. The Capitals 
grew tired of waiting for the 2015 first-round pick to blossom, so they 
walked away from the restricted free agent and signed Darcy Kuemper. 

Samsonov signed with the Leafs for one year and $1.8 million, joining a 
slightly stronger 5-on-5 defensive team analytically. If Matt Murray can't 
find his groove, it could be Samsonov's crease and his time to shine. 

Ty Smith, D, Pittsburgh Penguins 

Smith was briefly considered to be part of the Devils' foundation for the 
future after a strong rookie season that saw him finish seventh in voting 
for the Calder Trophy. But his sophomore struggles saw his ice time drop 
by 2:37 per game on average, and the Devils shipped him to Pittsburgh 
for John Marino. 

The Penguins have a glut of defensemen. Where Smith fits into that 
puzzle should be determined in camp. He's got offensive upside and will 
be under the tutelage of associate coach Todd Reirden, who has 
developed his share of defensemen for the Penguins. 

Tier 2: New linemates 

These players could thrive with new linemates; or, in one case, a new 
coach. 

Ross Colton, LW, Tampa Bay Lightning 

Question: Which player ranks third among forwards in goals per 60 
minutes over the past three regular seasons? The answer is Ross 
Colton, the Lightning forward who averages 1.45 goals per 60 minutes at 
5-on-5 in 109 games, trailing only Auston Matthews (1.79) and Jakub 
Vrana (1.59). 

There could be some opportunity in the Lightning's top six with Ondrej 
Palat signing with the Devils this summer. Colton has built an interesting 
case to earn a great opportunity -- beyond his playoff heroics. 

Arthur Kaliyev, RW, Los Angeles Kings 

The 21-year-old winger had a better defensive season than offensive 
campaign as a rookie for the Kings, although 14 goals and 13 assists 
playing on an "energy line" was promising. 

If his shooting percentage jumps from an ordinary 7.2% last season, he 
could have a significant offensive impact down the lineup -- especially if 
he graduates from playing with Blake Lizotte to seeing time with more 
offensively impactful players. 

Alex Newhook, C/LW, Colorado Avalanche 

With Nazem Kadri taking his talents to Calgary, the Stanley Cup 
champions will need a center to play behind Nathan MacKinnon on the 
depth chart. J.T. Compher filled that role at times during the playoffs 
when Kadri was out of the lineup, but it has been anticipated that the 21-
year-old Newhook would anchor the Avalanche's second line in the near 
future. 

Besides being a cost-effective solution still playing on his entry-level deal, 
Newhook also showed offensive pop as a rookie with 33 points in 71 
games. 

Dawson Mercer, C, New Jersey Devils 

Mercer had 42 points in 82 games for the Devils as a rookie last season 
and exhibited some impressive versatility. He moved up to take the place 
of Jack Hughes on a line with Jesper Bratt when Hughes was injured and 
produced as a center. When Hughes returned, Mercer eventually moved 
onto his line as a right wing, playing opposite Yegor Sharangovich. 

Putting him back into the top six would allow Mercer to build on his 
traditional stats while hopefully improving on some underwhelming 
underlying numbers, especially on defense. 

Connor McMichael, C, Washington Capitals 

McMichael spent most of his rookie season on the wing, generating 18 
points in 68 games for the Capitals. The expectation is that the center will 
see more time at his natural position this season. His breakout depends 
on how their depth chart shakes out in the middle. Evgeny Kuznetsov 
holds down the top center spot, but the Capitals will be without Nicklas 
Backstrom, who is on long-term injured reserve. They added Dylan 
Strome and have veteran Lars Eller back. 

If McMichael earns a chance to skate in Backstrom's place on the second 
line, that could fuel his leveling up. 

Cole Sillinger, C, Columbus Blue Jackets 

Sillinger had 31 points in 71 games for the Blue Jackets last season, 
although he defended about as well as you'd expect an 18-year-old 
rookie would. He should see an uptick in his 13:42 of ice time per game, 
but there's a real chance for Sillinger to move up the depth chart in 
Columbus. 

He has Boone Jenner, Jack Roslovic and Sean Kuraly with him on the 
depth chart. He had a cup of coffee playing with Patrik Laine last season; 
with a strong sophomore effort, could Sillinger see time with Johnny 
Gaudreau on Columbus's top line this season? 

Oliver Wahlstrom, RW, New York Islanders 

Lane Lambert takes over for Barry Trotz as Islanders head coach after 
serving as Trotz's assistant coach for the past decade. How he'll differ 
from Trotz is a bit of a mystery, and no one is more curious about the 
differences than Wahlstrom. 

The 22-year-old forward is entering his third season as an NHL regular. 
While Trotz gave him some power-play time in his 73 games, he 
averaged just 10:35 per game at even strength. Will Lambert bump him 
up the depth chart? 

Tier 3: Young star to major star 
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You might already know these names. Get ready to hear them a lot 
more. 

Matt Boldy, LW, Minnesota Wild 

The 21-year-old winger announced his arrival in the NHL with 15 goals 
and 24 assists in 47 games for the Wild as a rookie. He should see an 
increase on his 15:23 average ice time from last season, perhaps as a 
second-line winger for center Joel Eriksson Ek. 

It's an admittedly small sample size, but there was a lot to love from 
Boldy's finishing ability and playmaking in Year 1. 

Evan Bouchard, D, Edmonton Oilers 

Bouchard's 43 points in 81 games last season, his first full NHL 
campaign, could be called a breakout for the 22-year-old blueliner. But 
he posted those numbers while playing the fourth-most even-strength ice 
time (16:49) among Oilers defensemen and without the benefit of playing 
with their incendiary top power-play unit. 

He has an even higher ceiling offensively while his defense will improve 
with experience. 

Cole Caufield, LW/RW, Montreal Canadiens 

Caufield's rookie season was a disaster through 30 games. He had one 
goal and seven assists. He was demoted to the AHL. Then Martin St. 
Louis was hired as the team's interim head coach; all the 5-foot-6 
Caufield needed was a small king to lead him. 

After St. Louis was hired, Caufield had 22 goals and 13 assists in 37 
games, seeing his ice time crest over the 20-minute mark for the first 
time. It's assumed he starts on the top line this season, hopefully to 
deliver on the promise of that run. 

Jamie Drysdale, D, Anaheim Ducks 

Drysdale projected to be a productive offensive defenseman in the NHL 
and delivered on that last season for the Ducks. He posted 32 points in 
81 games last season, averaging 19:53 in ice time per game. 

But like so many young scoring blueliners, he struggled defensively -- the 
Ducks had 2.73 expected goals against per 60 minutes when he was on 
the ice. Young players mature, and Drysdale should become a more 
well-rounded player as he does. 

Seth Jarvis, LW/RW, Carolina Hurricanes 

Jarvis burst onto the scene with 40 points in 68 games for the 
Hurricanes, and then followed that with eight points in 14 playoff games. 
Yet that didn't really move the needle on league-wide acknowledgement 
for the Hurricanes forward, who received one fourth-place and two fifth-
place votes for the Calder. 

He's a total package player with solid finishing ability that resulted in 17 
goals. Give him a full season with Andrei Svechnikov and Sebastian Aho 
and watch him go. 

Tim Stützle, LW, Ottawa Senators 

It's not exactly difficult to follow this trend line for the third overall pick in 
2020. He went from 2.1 points per 60 minutes as a rookie to 2.4 points 
per 60 last season. His percentage of shot attempts rose from 53% to 
57%. He earned an increase in ice time from 15:44 in Year 1 to 18:25 
last season. 

His defensive metrics improved year over year, but the Senators are still 
waiting for his offensive breakout. Perhaps their offseason infusion of 
talent in Claude Giroux and Alex DeBrincat will spark that. 

Tier 4: The wait is over 

Players we've been waiting to break out who finally will. 

Matty Beniers, C, Seattle Kraken 

Beniers played 10 games for the Kraken last season and generated nine 
points in those games. His poise, his ability on both ends of the ice, his 
college and Olympic experience ... it all adds up to the 19-year-old 
potentially getting a top-line look from Seattle. 

Preseason projections have him as a Calder Trophy candidate, and 
those could very well be spot-on. 

Bowen Byram, D, Colorado Avalanche 

Two words: "stay" and "healthy." 

When Byram has played, he has been outstanding, including a 20-game 
run in the Avalanche's Stanley Cup championship journey in which he led 
the playoffs with a plus-15. He missed most of the 2021-22 regular 
season battling back from concussion symptoms. His skating is elite, his 
puckhandling is strong and he can grow into the kind of shutdown 
defenseman many project he'll become. Get ready for a one-two punch 
of Cale Makar and Bowen Byram for the next several seasons. 

Alexis Lafreniere, LW, New York Rangers 

This will be the third season in the NHL for the first overall pick in 2020, 
and it could be the campaign in which Alexis Lafreniere finally arrives. 

He had flashes of brilliance in the Stanley Cup playoffs with the Rangers' 
"Kid Line." His playmaking and special-teams play need improvement, 
but his overall offensive numbers improved year over year, while his 
shooting percentage remained consistent. He can handle himself 
defensively and has a strong compete level. 

Ultimately, his breakout season depends on coach Gerard Gallant's 
deployment -- like potentially playing on his off-wing on the top line? 

Vasily Podkolzin, LW/RW, Vancouver Canucks 

There are reasons to believe Podkolzin is going to avoid a sophomore 
slump after posting 14 goals in 79 games despite limited ice time (12:48). 

He's more comfortable in the NHL. He's more comfortable in Vancouver, 
thanks to the arrival of a couple of new Russian teammates. He 
competes hard and can play a physical brand of hockey. While locking 
down a top-six role is ultimately going to be up to coach Bruce Boudreau, 
Podkolzin could force the issue. 

Owen Power, D, Buffalo Sabres 

Finding a 6-foot-6 defenseman who skates like Owen Power is near 
impossible, which is why he ended up as the top pick in the 2021 draft. At 
19 years old, he's an NHL-ready prospect who is going to see massive 
minutes and responsibility in Buffalo this season. 

There's been nothing to indicate he won't be up to the task. If he meets 
the challenge, Power could become the third defenseman in four 
seasons to win the Calder Trophy. 

Philip Tomasino, F, Nashville Predators 

The 21-year-old forward had a solid debut season for the Predators with 
32 points in 76 games, making the most of limited ice time (11:32). 
Depending on what happens at camp, he could find himself among their 
top six forwards. 

Nashville got a taste of that last season when Tomasino played well in a 
brief stint with Ryan Johansen and Filip Forsberg. If he earns more ice 
time, his numbers could spike. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With Miller re-signed, Canucks can turn attention to Horvat 
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VANCOUVER – It was never J.T. Miller or Bo Horvat, one or the other. 
The Vancouver Canucks always hoped to keep both and have budgeted 
for both. 

Due to age, market cost and the team’s salary-cap pressures, Miller was 
going to be the more difficult to re-sign. But his surprising seven-year, 
$56-million-US extension, which came together in a hurry last week, 
doesn’t preclude the Canucks from re-signing Horvat, the captain whose 
current contract, like Miller’s, expires after this season. 

Canucks general manager Patrik Allvin wants to keep his best players, 
and it just so happens that three of the five “core” players he identified for 
reporters on Tuesday play centre. Elias Pettersson, the gifted 23-year-old 
who has two years remaining on a bridge deal that pays $7.35 million 
annually, was the third centre touted by Allvin. The GM also named 
defenceman Quinn Hughes and goalie Thatcher Demko. 

If you’re building a hockey club, three excellent centres, a No. 1 
defenceman and star goalie make a formidable foundation, possibly an 
ideal one. 

But there is a financial reality under the salary cap, as harsh as it is clear, 
that devoting so much money to three guys who play the same position 
limits the Canucks’ options elsewhere. 

Allvin on Horvat's future with the Canucks: 'We'll see if there's a deal to 
be made' 

“A little bit,” Allvin agreed Tuesday after his first press conference since 
free agency in July. “If you have an opportunity to build a team, you 
prefer to build through the middle with a strong goalie. With Petey having 
a chance to play centre (instead of wing), I think that definitely gives us a 
really, really strong middle there. 

“If you have those three centremen, it doesn't mean whoever plays in the 
three hole is a third-line centre. I think it's more the luxury of how you 
build your roster and with how the coaches are matching up. Technically, 
you can only have one No. 1 centre. But in order to be good, you need 
the depth.” 

Technically, Leon Draisaitl is the No. 2 centre in Edmonton, but he’s still 
one of the best half-dozen players on the planet. Technically, Evgeni 
Malkin was the No. 2 centre in Pittsburgh, behind Sidney Crosby, when 
Allvin worked there before being hired last January to run the Canucks. 

The Canucks have three outstanding centres, although Pettersson could 
play a lot of wing this season, and Allvin wants to maintain that. He 
offered neither optimism nor pessimism about Horvat re-signing soon, 
noting the Canucks still have him for another season, minimum. 

But it will be surprising, having found their way to a settlement on Miller, if 
the Canucks open their season Oct. 12 in Edmonton without a new 
contract for Horvat that will pay the captain about $7 million for the 
following seven or eight years. 

To put this cost in context, the inflation in new contracts for Miller and 
Horvat will total about $4.25 million, less than what Allvin paid in July for 
free-agent winger Ilya Mikheyev ($4.75 million) and slightly more than the 
“dead” money ($3.65 million) that will fall off the Canucks’ cap next 
summer. 

The team can afford Miller and Horvat. But will they be able to afford 
Pettersson in 2024? And how will they pay for the upgrades management 
acknowledges needing on defence? 

“We don't have to make moves coming into this season in order to get 
both signed here,” Allvin said of Miller and Horvat. “But moving forward, 
we need to be aware of the cap situation and potentially some rosters 
decisions coming into next summer.” 

On his defence, unchanged despite Allvin stating that he would try to 
upgrade it through trade, the GM said: “It's hard to compare from team to 
team, but in Pittsburgh, you had a lot of good forwards. So in order for 

the team to be successful, you want to get the puck up ice quickly. And I 
think here, by adding the forwards we did this summer, I think we are a 
deeper team. We have more options. And if we can have the puck 
coming up (out of) our own end quicker and spend more time in the 
offensive zone, I think we will be a better team.” 

The Canucks finished the season 32-15-10 after Bruce Boudreau 
replaced Travis Green as coach in December and Jim Rutherford was 
hired to rebuild hockey operations following the dismissal of GM Jim 
Benning. 

Miller finished with 99 points, making him the National Hockey League’s 
12th-highest scoring player over the three seasons he has played in 
Vancouver. No wonder he wants to spend the next eight here, too. 

“Honestly, no, I probably didn't scratch (for every dollar),” Miller told 
reporters on Zoom earlier Tuesday. “But at the same time, we thought 
that we were going for an offer that was fair on my end. And the trumping 
factor is that I want to be in Vancouver. I love this group of guys and I 
want to win in Vancouver, and I still believe that we have the team that 
can do it there. And every single year that our group is there, we're just 
going to get better and better.” 

Miller predicted the best is yet to come and said: “I don't think we're far 
off, I guess is what I'm saying. Everybody (on the team) thinks that we're 
pretty close and only going to get better and more mature as a group. 
We're going to be very hard to handle, I think.” 

Certainly, the powerful Miller is hard to handle for opponents. He is a 
massive component for the Canucks, a guy who has missed only five 
games in three years and brings emotion and offence nearly every night. 

“I think he could dictate an outcome of every single game that we played 
last year,” Allvin said of the 29-year-old from Pittsburgh. 

“I don't come from a whole lot (financially), my family,” Miller said when 
asked about his windfall. “And it means a lot to us. It's very emotional. At 
the end of the day, I wasn't really . . . about the money. I mean, I just 
want to be somewhere where I think that we can win hockey games. I'm 
very fortunate in that sense. I feel very, very lucky. I think we're going to 
catch a lot of people by surprise.” 

Like Ryan Kesler a decade ago when he was playing centre Henrik 
Sedin, Miller is the straw that stirs the drink in Vancouver. But it’s still a 
hefty bar tab the Canucks are amassing. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why the Oilers have finally become a team that could win 
it all 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecSeptember 6, 2022, 12:13 PM 

 

EDMONTON  — It has been a long, long time coming. A hockey eternity, 
really, since we could say what we are willing to say about these 
Edmonton Oilers with a fresh, new season now just around the corner.  

After a Decade of Darkness, too many first overall draft picks to 
remember, and a general organizational clumsiness that lasted some 30 
years here in Northern Alberta, the Oilers enter the 2022-23 season as 
genuine Stanley Cup contenders. Not the favourite, but a favourite, to be 
sure.  

That’s right folks. Today’s Oilers aren’t just a good team, they are very 
good.  

A team that had been stuck in that rut of regular season success and 
playoff misery won two rounds last season. With that separator over the 
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Toronto Maple Leafs — and Edmonton’s dominant playoff victory over 
the Calgary Flames last spring — Edmonton enters 2022-23 season as 
Canada’s best team and most promising candidate to end the Stanley 
Cup curse that has lingered since 1993.  

If this is your first visit to this space, you may be thinking, “Here’s another 
Edmonton guy picking his team to win it all.” But if you’ve been here 
before, you would know it has been ages since we looked at an 
Edmonton roster and with this much positivity.  

It starts where every good team starts — with leadership, as a 25-year-
old Connor McDavid and a 26-year-old Leon Draisaitl enter their prime 
years. There is no better one-two punch in the NHL, and now their 
games have evolved from winning individual trophies to the kind of game 
worthy of a Stanley Cup one day.  

Today McDavid is a seven-year veteran who has suffered the playoff 
losses before figuring out the matrix in dominant performances against 
Los Angeles and Calgary. He is the best, the fastest, the quickest and 
most productive player in the world — the kind of player who the Stanley 
Cup tends to find eventually.  

Behind him, one can argue Draisaitl as the second best forward in the 
game today.  

In the past four seasons he ranks second in goals (179) and points (409), 
third in points per game (1.42), first in powerplay goals (71) and second 
in powerplay points (146). A 53 percent face-off man who skates out as 
the Oilers lone forward while defending a 5-on-3, Draisaitl finished 
second in NHL playoff scoring last season while paying the final two 
rounds on a high ankle sprain.  

At the top, there is no debate over which NHL team has the best one-two 
punch. But beyond that is where Ken Holland, in his fourth season as 
general manager, has built a roster that finally has more answers than 
questions.  

Edmonton’s forward depth, the quality of their younger (and cheaper) 
players, and the addition of Jack Campbell in goal, leaves them with less 
areas for opponents to exploit than in any of the past 30 seasons.  

Evander Kane (35 goals in 58 games in Edmonton), is as perfect a fit for 
McDavid as we could conjure up. If Kane can remain below the radar in 
his personal life — and that is not a small “if” — he could be one of three 
40-goal scorers on this roster.  

Zach Hyman, the high-end Swiss Army Knife, would fit as well on 
McDavid’s right side as he would on Draisaitl’s left. Or perhaps on a third 
line with Ryan Nugent-Hopkins, a unit that could include a Ryan McLeod 
or Jesse Puljujarvi, rivaling many teams’ second lines in production.  

They are a tad light on the right side, and counting on the evolution of a 
Kailer Yamamoto or Puljujarvi. Dylan Holloway’s arrival could also push 
Hyman to the right side, but in a cap world no one has a perfect set of 12 
forwards, and this group is as good as it gets.  

On the blue-line, Darnell Nurse steps into superstar payroll territory, as 
his eight-year deal kicks in that will pay him $9.25 million per season — 
seventh highest among NHL defencemen.  

Is he the seventh best blue-liner in the league? No.  

But he brings many of the qualities a lead horse defender does — plays 
hard and plays hurt in all the toughest moments of a game. He fills up a 
blue-line with an emerging Evan Bouchard, veteran puck-mover Tyson 
Barrie, a solid Cody Ceci and nice low-end depth with Brett Kulak and 
Ryan Murray.  

In goal, Campbell and drafted backup Stuart Skinner are a tandem with 
something to prove, but with the looks of a pair that could succeed.  

Campbell was good in Toronto, behind a team that never figured out how 
to play a game that wins when it counts. He could be better here behind 
a more responsible defensive team, one that has edged each season 

towards a team that can beat you 2-1 as adeptly as it can win 7-5 — 
whichever way an opponent wants the game to be played.  

In Edmonton, it appears the Oilers have jumped that hurdle that Toronto 
keeps stumbling over. They’ve developed something that Calgary is 
chasing, and that chase will take the Flames through Edmonton for the 
next several years.  

It’s here, finally. A team that could win it all. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators see 'significant' surge in ticket sales after busy 
off-season 

 

Wayne ScanlanSeptember 6, 2022, 10:32 AM 

 

OTTAWA — Fan excitement over the Ottawa Senators' summer moves 
has translated to a big boost at the box office. 

Once a strong performer at the gate, the Sens have fallen on hard times 
in recent years as losing teams, a pandemic and the collapse of a 
downtown arena plan added up to spiralling attendance. 

While the team did not release 2021-22 figures, it’s a poorly-kept secret 
that the Senators had fewer than 5,000 season ticket holders last 
season, believed to be the lowest in franchise history. On average, the 
Senators drew a little more than 9,000 fans per game, dead last in the 
NHL. However, they had many games in which attendance was either 
limited or banned outright due to health restrictions, which killed any 
potential for gate momentum. 

This summer, however, the Senators' ticket office has been busy (some 
numbers will be released this week) and the sales should rise throughout 
the season if the team plays as well as expected. 

"I can tell you that the season ticket membership is the highest it’s been 
in years," Senators president Anthony LeBlanc, who will be part of a 
business and marketing presentation to media on Wednesday at the 
Canadian Tire Centre, says in an interview. "We’ve seen a significant, 
significant increase — and it all started, really, around the time when 
Pierre (Dorion, GM) started making some trades." 

The hockey side of the Senators' operation has never had a bigger off-
season, with trades to acquire forward Alex DeBrincat and goaltender 
Cam Talbot plus the free agent signing of centre Claude Giroux. 

Beyond the excitement over a few new players, fans were already bullish 
on Ottawa’s bright and entertaining young core, led by captain Brady 
Tkachuk. 

In fact, the hits just kept on coming for the organization, off the ice. 
During a five-day span in late June, former Senators captain Daniel 
Alfredsson was elected into the Hockey Hall of Fame and a corporate 
team that included the Senators won the bid to build an arena on 
LeBreton Flats land west of Parliament Hill. The NCC and the Senators 
group plan to work out the details of a lease agreement by the fall of 
2023. 

Though a Quebec native, LeBlanc has lived in Ottawa for most of his life 
and returned here from the Arizona Coyotes organization in April of 2020 
to become the Senators' president of business operations. Considering 
he has presided over a pandemic-addled environment for most of his 
time here, it is as though the sun is just emerging from a bank of dark 
clouds. 

"It’s just been a really positive summer," LeBlanc says. "I've been in this 
market off and on for the better part of 30 years. I've been a season seat 
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member up until I moved to Arizona in 2013 and I haven't seen 
enthusiasm like this in the community." 

LeBlanc doesn't discount the fact that the region is a lot more 
comfortable coming out of the COVID-19 cocoon as well, although the 
Senators will continue to do the right thing as far as mask advisories and 
league stipulations regarding COVID-19 cases that may arise this 
season. 

Along with ticket packages and individual sales, corporate sponsorships 
are also way up from a year ago. Ticket holders and sponsors have this 
in common — both sectors are eying the possibility of a new, downtown 
arena and want to be in on the ground floor. 

On the LeBreton file, LeBlanc and Erin Crowe, the Senators' chief 
financial officer, have been part of a contingent that includes 
representatives from the National Capital Commission and other 
consultants doing due diligence on potential arena design. The group has 
already visited recent arenas built in Seattle and Edmonton. The new 
Islanders rink in Queen's, TD Garden in Boston and Madison Square 
Garden in Manhattan are also on the agenda as new or upgraded 
venues to visit and study. 

Seattle was an interesting comparison because the Climate Pledge 
Arena was built in a tight area, similar to Ottawa's situation. 

"Our site is only six acres, and in Seattle it's amazing what they did with 
the old KeyArena," LeBlanc says. "They basically kept the roof and redid 
everything else. Edmonton, of course, has a lot more space, but it's 
interesting to see how these buildings are being built." 

The size and configuration of suites will be another intriguing feature of 
the new rink here. When the original Palladium was built in Kanata in 
1996 (today’s CTC), there were 180 corporate suites. Today there are 
123. And yet, the newer rinks tend to have as few as 50. 

The new venues have star attractions like Ottawa's 'Club Bell,' with top 
end dining and drink options, but also individual suites for smaller groups 
of fans than the old CTC suites with dozens of seats. 

"It just shows you one aspect of the business that has completely 
changed," LeBlanc says. "The newer rinks have got so many of those 
loge-style suites. Unless you are a large corporation, those are a lot of 
seats (in the current CTC). People like that concept of having maybe just 
four seats and still have that premium experience." 

Excitement about the Senators' developing roster dovetails nicely with 
plans to move out of suburban Kanata to a modern new arena closer to 
the centre of Ottawa and Gatineau. Fans and businesses are imagining a 
team that will be competitive now, but could be a legitimate Stanley Cup 
contender in a couple of years. A few years down the road, there will be 
a suitable venue for a team headed down the same path as the earlier 
Senators, who reached the playoffs for the first time in 1997 and then ran 
off a string of 11 straight playoff appearances, including a Stanley Cup 
Final berth in 2007. The Senators' most recent playoff run was in 2017, a 
last hurrah that preceded a deep rebuild a year or two later. 

The organization takes pride that a five-year plan to return to the "glory 
days" of good hockey and strong attendance is coming to fruition, about 
three years into it. 

This week the Senators will unveil their marketing plan for the season, 
which will focus on a rising team marking the 30th anniversary of the 
inaugural 1992-93 Senators season. Expect a game-night viewing party 
to coincide with Alfredsson's induction into the Hockey Hall of Fame on 
Nov. 14 and a night early in the season to honour late owner Eugene 
Melnyk. Senators alumni will be celebrated throughout the 2022-23 
campaign. 

Recent string of moves finally giving Senators fans reasons for optimism 

Melnyk sisters considering options 

Before he passed in the spring, Melnyk left the team in the hands of his 
daughters, Anna and Olivia, who own the team and monitor its operation 

via a board of directors. So far, they have been fully engaged in the 
organization, making positive suggestions about inclusivity on team 
social media platforms and continually communicating with management. 
They even attended the NHL Draft. 

"One of the things I've respected so much about Anna and Olivia is that 
they want to understand the business," LeBlanc says. "They're super 
smart young ladies, they've spent a fair amount of time learning the 
business and — look, their dad passed away five months ago. So, 
they’re still trying to figure out what to do. 

"So, the club isn't for sale, they're working with their mother (Laura), 
they're working with financial advisors to figure out what they do next. 
And all of us, up to Gary Bettman (NHL commissioner) have been very 
respectful. As Gary has said, there is a strong senior management team 
in place... a board that was handpicked by Eugene from day one." 
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